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NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY EVENING. AUbUST 2. 11)00.

ALBUQUERQUE.
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SOCORRO FIRE HOUSE.
This building is occupied by the Socorro fire hose company.. It was also
reported to have crumbled to the ground. The crack In the wall Is from
It was not
"old age," the building having been erected In the early '80s.
damaged by recent quakes.

Senasational space writers for outside papers had the Socorro county
court house In ruins. The building was not damaged In the least, except a
few loosened brick on two chimneys shaken down.

Occur For the Owl Them Down When Giving Opinion
and Came Cock Colors Also
Instead of News In His Case
During the Week.
at Cleveland, Ohio.

New York, August 2. Unusual in
Cleveland, Aug. 2. In the dispatchSt. Petersuurg. Aug. 2. The start
terest attaches to the annual cruise es sent out by the Associated Press
MICHIGAN COPPER CO.
ling news reached here today that the BRYAN STAR STILL
of the isew iork Yaehj, cluo, which July 25, In describing the controversy
win start irom Oien Cove tomorrow, now proceeding over the street railcrew of tne armored cruiser Pamyat
because It will comprise two Impor- way situation in this city, the stateAzova had mutinied off Enthonian
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land is already a failure. The latest today by the democratic state convenBROWNS TO TAKE CRACK
enough men to work our shops the
reports snow that the rumors that the tion. Senators Hansbrough and
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get
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time allowed. We could not
Baltic squadron was In the hands of
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the mutineers were untrue. When the ary Chairman T. D. Casev as corporado the work with our present force In
mutineers found that the hope of the tion men who betray the people on all
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squadron coming to their assistance question affecting capital.
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Scotland Iron aud steel Institute. The tice game with
Emepror Fleet from Palace.
Barelas Grays and
party will leave Glasgow by special on the followingtheSunday
8:10 a. m. It Is rumored that the
they will go
train for Gourock, where they will to El Paso for a game with the Bankemperor and the imperaii family have
fled from Petershof to Tsarkoe-Selo- .
Washington, b. tj August 2. The Board a steamer lor a day s trip, re ers. Manager Cavanaugh has had the
Auckland, N. Z., August 2. New
army medical officers are much pleas- turning to Glasgow before C o'clock. wires busy for several days trying to
Zealand can uoast of a postmaster who
HOUR OF REVOLT HAS
ed with the results of the precautions In the evening the visitors will be en- land a game for next Sunday, either
tor all practical purposes, is armless.
BEEN SETTLED BY LABOR. Owing to a physical deformity which
which have been taken to preserve the tertained by the lord provost and cor- out of town or on tha local grounds,
London, Aug. 2. A dispatch to Reu-ter'- renders his hands useless he is obhealth of the troops in the seven con- poration of Glasgow lu the city cham- and every effort so far has falld. Silver City boasts of a team, but the
trom St. Petersburg, says that liged to, and actuai. y does, all -e
camps. bers.
centration
and instruction
Saturday, August 4. The Ameri- manager of it was not game enough to
an extraordinary conference of all the clerical work of his office with his feet.
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revolutionary bodies today decided on
New York, Aug. 2 Robert S. Bird, Oil company and the railroads. Thisitlme before tho camps were occupied
His name is Mr. Ernest C. Moon
Immediate date and exact hour to ue and he Is in charge oi the postoflice at w ho once published a newspaper In announcement was made today bv gov- - Lthe army BU,r8eona and quarter mas- - where the Forth bridge and other The gauntlet was also thrown down to
places
of interest, Rosslyn chapel, Deming, and the Yellow Kids hoisted
settled at the meeting tonight, and In i'o Uku, Auckland. He uses an indeli
n
tua iU
San Juan, Porto Rico, has sued lght erument omciais, wlio declared thai
Holyrood palace and Edinburgh cas- their favorite color. El Paso was
the meantime railroaug and factories ble ne'noil in his onu-la- l
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have been ordered to prepare fcr fu- which he writes clearly and leWiblr. of the hlshest officials of the island, grand jury it would be necessary to ana waur """I" aepartmenis.
tne
so the only thing left for the Browns
system was a thorough one and in- there.
ture events.
He is 37 years of age, and has been in Including the nresent governor. Beek- - erant him immunity frm
As an alternative to the tour or- to do is to keep in practice by giving
charge of the postofflce a,t -- e Uku for man Winthron. and hl i.redeeessor. and this the government, wished to volved the purchase and installation of
ANOTHEH GENERAL FALLS
the latest methods of camp conven- ganized by the Iron and Steel insti- the team from Precinct 5 a drubbing.
the past eleven years. The official re- - W. P. Hunt,
tio.oot)
amazes, in avoid.
UNDER ASSASSIN'S STROKE. ports of the inspectors of the New the supreme for
lences. The rcTulfs have been observ tute the American visitors have been A pitcher will be loaned the Grays for
court. Brooklyn. Bird
able on every siue. There was some invited, 1 take part in the Cardiff the occasion, and if that pitcher Is
Warsaw, Aug. 2. General
Zealand postal department show that charges the defendants with "having FORTY SUBPOENAS HAVE
Bill Ney, and someone can be found
chief of the Warsaw gen de Mr. Moon has given every satisfaction wrecked his paper, ruined his reputa-- l
BEEN ISSUED FOR STANDARD, criticism of tnese arrangements on the meeting of tha Institution of Mechanarmle, was shot and killed at 2 o'clock in the discharge oi his duties. He tlon. and forced him out of the island. New York, Aug. 2 Word wa re- ground 'nat it would not preserve the ical Engineers, which begins on July who can hold his shoots, the Brownies
may find the boys from the river prewinch would be 30 and ends on August 3.
this afternoon.
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However, the futile search for a
SURRENDERED TO DEATH. applies tne date stamps to letters w in conduct and the abruption and nils - Oil company had been forwarded
,war; the mo.lEatloa of a large
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A DEPUTY MARSHAL team with which to get a game made
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SHOW OPENS TODAY feller win
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discussed
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not
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.he said, incomplete state more nearly than was United States Marshal Foraker, Smith tournament to be pulled off at the fair
eers, with the exception of a few on Eay Shore will open this afternoon at next Monday, to investigate the re - "if they have inanvany way,"naner.
m absolutely necessary. The
Oakwood park with an exceptionally latlons existing
first condi-- I having accepted a liosition as deputy will be made up of teams three-fifth- s
the smaller islands, and who have
Standard
between
serve."
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lion to be made by ti.e army surgeons United States marshal.
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classes provided for. Every-- j
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being landed in batches, guarded by
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here.
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lication of Their Corrupt Methods.
Rockefeller Will Not Testify.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.
wore elected delegates from the association to the meeting of wovl and
sheep growers to be held In Albuquerque, September 18th, next, for the
Weekly ly
rakUthei Bally
purpose of organizing a Territorial
Tke Citizen Publishing Company Sheep and Wool Growers' association,
namely:
Jose R. Martinez and
I at feetorllfe for trannnlMbnii thrash fee
After attending
C. Hernandez.
rn'W aa aecond elaae matter.
to rctulne business, the association
adjourned subject to the call of the
chair.
On the day before the meeting the
members in town aided In the celebration of St. James' Pay, during which
a very enjoyable time was 'had. Mafny
County
OfflaUl Paper of Bornalillo
people from the surrounding country
Albuquerque.
and City of
were in attendance.

cKoeaoj;

TUE EVENING CITIZEN

Re-nig-

Afternoon Dlipatchc.
County Clrcolitlo.
City
Tk Urrwt Ntw Mexico Clrcutitloe,
Urgmt Norttior. Arlroni Clrculitlo.

beecttM Fnti

OLD TOWN OF LAS VEGAS

Ur(t

CELEBRATED ITS POSTOFFICE.
Las Vegas now has the distinction
of having two postoffires, although
only one of them Is officially desigTIKMI Ofyearsubscription:
$6 0 nated as "Las Vegas.'
In evru5e ........
Balr fcr mil. on
The Ias Vegas
.M
per
by
month
aiail.
.m,.,..,................,
tetiv
IW postofflce proper, which Is located on
weak) kr aiaiL on rear
the west Bide, or old town, wa opened
business, August 1, by Postmaster
6y Carrier, 60c per month
In honor of the
R. B. Schoonmaker.
In
the
dellTared
he
Tmu Immo CmntN will
of a pogtofllce in the
at at tk low rate af SO renta pr wee, or for 0
town of Ias Vegas, the residents of
eeat. aer amnth. when paid month It.
that municipality held their postponed
Urtrtlilng Rites Made Known on Application Fourth of July celebration on that day.
An athletic program and band concert,
aSimlTun win anfr faror by notlfrrna oe tcguther with an exhibition run by the
E. Romero Hose company, was renderId b addrefwerl to
el lattaraand remittances anonCompany.
ed In the afternoon and in the even
Inftt,
Tea QnuH Publiuhino
abatka, aoetofflee and expreaa money order
ing there was a grand display of fire'
eeast ba aaada payable to the order af the works
and mo.--e music. In addition to
aaamnr.
the pyrotechnics and a band concert in
plaza a grand ball was held at
Colorado II the
Aatomafle 183
Barber's hall
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WILLARD TO SOON HAVE
A NATIONAL BANK
We have heen advised from Wlllard
that arrangements ere perfected for
the establishment of the First National oanlr of Willara. The proposition has already been financed and
there seems to be no question as to
the final outcome. This si ould lie a
splendid opening for such nn institution and no doubt it will be well patronized. Here's wishing success to
the enterprise. EBtancia News.
PLENTY OF RAINS AT
i

LAS VEGAS DURING JULY

A

the

of
of
of
of

rCsrUSSl

-

HIGHLAND

BY THE

205 East Railroad Ave.

and

First

PHARMACY

& Gold Ave.

Both Phones.

PETRIFIED HEART

AT PHOENIX
Phoenix Repub-

Some time ago the
lican received from J. J. Maxie of Kelvin a stone weighting several pounus.
form. It
eroded into a heart-saapewas expected a letter would follow
with some explanation, telling what It
is or what it is supposed to be. Whether It is a souvenir of some Interesting
event or whether there is a tragic
story connected with It noes not appear. In the absence of the "geology"
editor the "dev.." suggests that it
looks like a piece of pumice stone and
the "mining" editor says there Is no
gold in it. When it was referred to
tne "political" editor he said he
thought It was the petrified heart Cf
some joint statehood agitator of the
prehistoric race that peopled Arizona
s?me centuries ago. There are a cou
ple of holes In lue rock that look as
though they had been made ly the
penetration ot a bullet.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling .

'::!"::::::::

Painless

acting

ALL

WORK

i.5o up

Cfj

nV

gT

50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B.

ROOM 12,

office.

WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages- - Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred.
Gentlemen's second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor,
WANTED Saleswoman, young; must
be experienced and able to speak
Spanish. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable, need apply. Write and send references Immediately, to the John Becker company, Belen, N. M.
FOR

Most Anything

to David Weiller, lots 33 A and 33 B,
block 3, Perfecto Arniijo Bros., addition.
July 3 David Weiller to Thos. S.
Hubbell, lots 5 and 6, block 55, Original
townslte, $1.
July 3 S. M. Porterfleld and wife
to Sannie Ward Leech, lots 10 and
part of lot 9, block 6, C. Wl, Lewis
Highland addition.
350.
July 3. Alice M. Lewis and husband to C. F. Jones, lot 6 and the east
five feet or lot 7, block 34, OriglnaJ
townslte. $1.
'
July 4 Fred A. wonl to Anna B.
Fox, lot 1, block B, Highland addition1
and fractional part of lot 8, block 2,
C. W. Lewis addition No. 1, $1,800.
July 4 Frances B. Taylor and husband to E. H. Dunbar, lot 1 and 2,
block Y, Original townslte. $900.
July 4 Kathleen C. Blair and husband to Sarah Vann, west 72 feet of
lots 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25, block 3.
Homestead Garden Spot addition. $1.
July 4 Jessie Keleher to W. S.
Hopewell, northwest
of northwest
section 22, and southwest
of
sec. 15, township 10 N,
southwest

i

t

At Duncan, just across the Arizona
line, Saturday night last Angele Salas
killed Jose vrarcia by stabbing him four
times In tae breast with a pocket
knife. Both parties were employed on
tne A. & N. M. railroad as section
hands. It is stated that Garcia had
treen drinking Tfeavlly and sometime
during the night he attacked Salas,
who was sleeping In front of the section house. There were no witnesses
to the killing. Salas was captured
6unday morning near Summit by Deputy Sheriff Stewart, and is now in the
Jail at Solomonville.

ble.

omy.

rinlncr

e.

2.

five-hors-

DEATH OF MISS VAN
DYKE AT ALAMOGORDO
Miss Nettle Van Dyke, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Van Dyke of
died Sunday morning, after
enly a few days of illness, aged 14.
Pretty Girls Generally Do.
Burial took place Monday afternoon at
J. W. Berry end Ed McKarland gave
City cemetery. The funeral services
an ice cream supper at T. H. Berry's
were attended by tne members of the
Alamogordo Lodge of Odd Fellows of
last night, at which there was several pretty girls,, and they had a nice
vhlcu Mr. Van Dyke is member. Tne
time. Sneedville (Tenn.) Times.
death of the joung girl was so sudden R. 5 E., $5,00i.
that it could hardly be believed. Only July 6 J. T. McLaughlin et ux to
Tom's Not the Gabby One.
a few days ago well and hearty, full D. O. Norton, lots 16, 17 and 18, Perea
Our quiet and good frienu, Thos. G.
of tweet promioes of young woman- addition. $750.
July 6 D. O. Norton to A. B. Storup, LInvllle, one of the substantial farm
hood, now dead.
has the many
lots 17 and 18, block 5, Perea addi- ers of Robertson,
thanks of the T. D. for a silver wheel
DECLINED EIGHTEEN CENTS
tion. $1.
of subscription. Mt. Oli
PER POUND FOR WOOL.
July 1 Surety Investment company In renewal Tribune-Democrat.
(Ky.)
Antonio Salazar, who visited Santa to Marie E. Green, lots 23 and 24, vet"Intense excitement
down In New
Fe, has returned to Bianca, where he block 34. Perea addition, $425.
' V
I .saw
has a sheep ranch and where he has July 7 D. A. Macpherson and wife York yesterday,"
block 2, Grant!
just finished shearing the animals. to F. J. Girard, lot
Minnesota.
Delmonico
The
of
Mr. Salazar's wool crop this year will tract. $75.
with the
Ye editor took dinner
July
pounds. The clip has.
L. Medlef ftn.l wife to thrashing
be about
crew at the bachelor quar
nuea 35U sacks and ach aak gener- JcSUSlta L. Apodaca. lot 203 and 204. ters of Albert
Hedberg about a mile
ality holds about 250 pounds. He does block 17 P. Armijo Bros., addition. $1. from town. Albert performed the act
9
D.
July
O. Norton to Sol Ben Delmonico like a veteran, and everynot lntened selling the wool at present, as he expects to be able to secure jamin, lot 16, block 5, Perea addition. body ate and talked all he wanted to.
$1.
a belter price later on. He has reIt was just like old times. Warroad
July 9 Board of Church Extension (Minn.) riain Dealer.
ceived an offer of 18 cents per pound
for the entire lot but is holding off M. E. church to Board of Trustees,
for 20 cents. He was offered the lat- First M. E. church, lota 1 and 2, block
"From what the policeman tells me,
ter figure a month ago, but refused to 38, original townslte. i.
I guess you had a high old t.me last
July 10 Amanda Harvey to May night," said the judge.
strike a bargain then, as he believed
Taylor, lots 13, 14 and 15, block 1,
wool would go even higher.
"Yes, judge," said the prisoner, tryBaca addition. $1,000.
ing to force a smile, and endeavoring
FALLS FROM TRAIN SPEEDING
July 10 Broadway Land and Im- to smooth his hair with a trembling
AT 45 MILES AN HOUR provement company to Mrs. Frances nand, "I had a line time."
While working In the express car Conroy, lot 2, block K. Eastern addi"Humph ah have you as much as
of second No. 10 en route from Dem-in- tion. 150.
$10 in your clothes?"
to El Paso Sunday afternoon, A. July 11 I. B. Payne and wife to M.
"No, judge, I haven't a cent."
L. Bailey, 19 year old, a Wells Fargo 0. Chadbourne, lots 56, 57 and 58, and
".AH
right $10 and costs. And
express helper, got too near the door subdivision or lots 53,- - 54, 55, 56 and wiille you are working
it out in the
and was whisked out while the train 57, of Moore Realty company addition. workhouse you may find some consolawas going at the rate of forty-fiv- e
$1.
tion in the reflection that you are
miles an hour. He fell In the sand
Ju.y 11 Rio Grande company to M. having another fine time."
beside the track and save for a few W. Flournoy, lots 46 and 47, block 3,
bruises was unhurt. News of the ac- P. Arniijo Bros., addition. $100.
The Intense itching characteristic
cident was brought to El Paso by
July 11 C. E. Crary and wife to G. of Bait rheum and eczema is instantly
members of the train crew, who fear- E. Gustafson, lots 1 and 2. block A, allayed by applying Chamberlain's
ed at, that time that Bailey had been Atlantic & Pacific addition, $1,6ihi .
Salve.
As a cure for skin diseases
killed in the fall. Later in the night,
July 14 M. W. Flournoy and wife this salve Is unequaled. For sale by
however, information was received by to Bowman M. Williams, lots 46 and all druggists.
telegraph from Demlng stating that 47, block o, P. Armijo and Bros., adNotaries Public Appointed.
Bailey was found and was safe in dition. $i,500.
The following notaries public have
IK ming.
July 18 J hn C. Lawler to Mary
1. awler, lo. 4. block 3, Highland ad- been appointed by Governor Herbert
BUTCHER HURT IN HIS
dition, south, and part of lots 19, 2i, zl, J. Hagerman:
George E. Moffett, Brlce. Otero counSAUSAGE FACTORY '11, 23 and 24 block 36, Town of Albuty: Paul Teutsch, Alguquerque, BerJesse Brubaker. of the market firm querque. $1.
of H. E. Brubaker & Co., proprietors
July 19 N. E. Stevens and wife to nalillo county.
of the City meat market, was badly Duncan Brown, north 43 feet of lots
"I sjffered habitually from consuInjured the other afternoon while A and 24, block 41, unginal town site.
ltation.
Doan's Reguleta relieved and
working In the sausage factory at Al- $1.
amogordo by being caught In a belt.
July 19 G. I Altlieiiner to Fran strengthened the bowels, so that A.they
E.
reguar ever since."
The sausage mill la run by a gasoline cisco Perea, lot 3, h.-I, Eastern ad have been
Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs, Texas,
engine and by some accident Mr. Bru- dition.
io.
o
July
baker was caught in the long and
J. B. Herndon and wife to
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
inf
main belt and had his right foot and I. A. Dye, the undivided
leg badly Injured. As luck would terest u lots 4, 5 and 6, block E,
Window tcreens, 7 cents per foot.
have It Mr. Peters, the market book- Mandell B. and K. addition. $1.
A home made door, with trimmings,
25
Rayuolds
it..
Sarah
July
and for $1.25.
keeper, was near the mill, also an....
i),
Morgan,
lot
other of the market men, and the ma- husband to Francis
We are making window screens all
chine was stopped Immediately or else Mock IS, Huning Highland addition. mortised together, and as strong as
$2,000.
a door, for 7 cents a sauare foot. A
Mr. Brubaker would have been dashed
July 23 William J. Joy and wife to screen door,
that
or
to his death.
JO,
Win. H. Mc.Million. ,ut
block 30, will outlast any door shipped in here
Eastern addition. $75.
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
from the cast, together witn irim
July 27. Weiller & Benjamin et als mines, tor 11.25.
SHEEP GROWERS.
The liio Arriba County Sheep Grow- to W. P. Johnson, west 14',i feet of
We make the regular shop made
ers' association held Its annual meet- lot 27. lot 28 and the east 10 'i feet screep doors that have always cost,
coming at Tierra Amarllla, the county of lot 29. biock ;iO, N. M. Town
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
seat, Thursday, the 26th day of July. pany addition, $1.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
wag
(Mara
July oil
a fair attendance.
There
The
Welnmann and husPLANING MILL CO.
principal business before the associa- band to Chessie lJ'iiuis Uarth. bus 27
4;
tion was the election of officers for and 28, block 3, Perfecto Armijj
K1 languid, wfak.
Headache? Stomach "off?" Just a
the coming year. The retiring presi- liros., addition,
Burdock
July 31 University Heights Im- plain ctse of lazy liver.
dent, Perfecto Esquibel, of Tierra
,
Amarllla, was
UMd lli'Urs tones liver and stomand C. Her- provement company to Rupert F.
lot 6, block 2, cuiversity Height ach, promote, digestion, purities the
nandez, also of Tierra Amarllla, was
secretary.
L.ood.
The following addition. $1.
4
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524 West Railroad avenue.

FOR SALE.
TnMa
Pnnnnn fiua lionn
Coney Island. This will end any talk FOR SALE Soda "Fountain. t7
Topham.
uihjuc Dim oeing 100 oia 10 ao ine
work of a president.
FOR SALE Squabs, 709 Roma
Old phone Red 268-"Over what?"
house
SALE New, three-roo"Same newspaper found a chorus FOR Highlands;
payments, $12 per
In
girl who said she didn't know Harry
per
Ad
montn.
month; rents for $12
Thaw.
dress, A. B., Citizen office.
gasoline
"Why didn't you sue him for breach FOR SALE A
all complete. J. F. Palmer,
of promise?"
501 Nojr
First street.
"I threatened to bring a suit, but he
A handsome Hardman
told me that if I did he would offer IFOR SALE
piano, in fine condition and almost
to marry me."
new, at a bargain. For particuA New York physician says It Is
lars, call at this office.
possible for everybody to get along FOR SALE Cheap, coffee
and tea
without a stomaen. He would have
business, with horse and wagon; 150
attracted a great deal more attention
regular customers; pays $55 to $90
If he iad sprung the idea the day
per month. Address L. C, Citizen
Thanksgiving.
after
office.
TnA

r

i

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

'

1

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000

en-gin-

FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
rooms, all newly furnished,
painted and papered. The best paying property in Albuquerque. Any
offer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
LOST, 8TRAYED OR STOLEN
A dark bay horse, white legs, branded
"J. A." on hip, large barred circle on
shoulder, chafed on neck, back and
body. Return to Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
east end of viaduct, and receive reward.

CARDS

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.

ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

N. M.
Any person who desires to protest

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows oi any substantial rea
son under the laws a d regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be ilowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted ry claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

o

MOT ICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
Department of the Intsrior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
17, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support oi his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New .aexlco, on
September 5, 190b, viz.:
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. New Mexico, for the NEVA SEVA. Section 10;
NW'A SW',4, Section 11, Township 10
north. Ranee 5 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land. viz..
Pilar Tiuiillo. Francisco Olguin, Da
rio Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, allot
Carpenter, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO
Register

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent; W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge, Solo- J.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwall, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL
UaKKWKRQUa,

BANK

N. IL

Dentist.

dell's.

'Phone, Auto 203.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alge- -, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
made hy mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hts-h-

JOSHUA 8. HAYNOCM
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKB ..
R. A. FROST
H. F. AA.TMOLM ..

MM,alu

Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- -

...

rwll

a iiHiiiI.. I
Paid U CapMaL flaryhas aad Proftta

Dapoattory mr JfeUaaa, Tope

.lesMasn
Preatdaat

...Tfc

.

Cmahler

km Itaat Cashier

$G0lsJG

..
Baa

Fa Railway Cosrpuy

ooccacoc

6--8,

V

p. m.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Snencer and V. O. "Walllne-- ford. Rooms
Barnett bulldlne.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
46-4-

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.

....

NOTARY

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

-

Freauencv
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse m attendance. Both 'phones.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
coast lines, Office, 313
West Rail
road avenue.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5

Denver,

Solicits

and

arad PlractoeH,

DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,

Office,

Facllltiea.

Slew SEssls

DENTISTS.

MINES AND MINING.
AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
NOTICE FOR PUB' ICATION.
AND
ALL MINING STOCKS
Department of the interior. United
DEALT IN BY
States Land efflce, Santa Fe, New
FRED. J. STEINBERG ER, 37 Bank
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
Block.
Notice is hereby given that the fol

lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the probate clerk at
Los Lunas, N. M., on the 10th day of
August, 1906, viz., Jacobo Chaves, in
behalf of the heirs of Juan M. C. de
Chavez, deceased, for the S. H. C. No.
428, lots 1 and 2, In sections 25. 35
and 36, township 7 nortu, range 2
east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove bis actual continuous adverse possession of saiu tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz..
Jose G. cnavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Sancnez y Alarld, of Valencia,
'.. M.; Grcgorlo Aragon, of Valencia,
N. M.; I'oncarplo Sanchez, of Peralta,

With Ample Means and iJnsurpaseJd

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

RENT.

cool-roo-

HAS A KILLING

PROFESSIONAL

ss

Op-u-

ARIZONA

.

ri

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horsea,
Au'omatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low aa $10 and as high as
WANTED Girl to help around house. $200.
Loans are quickly made and
Inquire 523 North isecond sireei.
strictly private. Time: One month
WANTED Position by husband and to one year given. Goods remain in
wife in or out of city. Address, A. your possession. Our rates are reasonJ., this office.
able. Call and see us before borrowWANTED A partner in a paying ing.
call
business, In city. Address or
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
at Citizen office for P. M.
Steamship tickets to and from ell
parts of the world.
WANTED Housekeeper ioi family
No washing.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
of four young men.
315 West Railroad Ave.
Address I. X. L.. Cit.ren office
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED
Position as butler and
Open Evenings.
maid, by man and weman. In city
or country. Adress, A. J., Citizen

The rainfall for the month of July
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
now amounts, to 7.81 Inches, or .23 inwithout board. Also nicely furnished
more
than the rainfall for the JULY POOR MONTH
ches
cottage, with piano. Apply
ft ret six months of the year, ahd it Is
east end of viaduct. Mrs. E. K.
Bingblnger'a
Is
piano
"Prof.
playing
says
raining,
still
tne Las Vegas
Norrls.
FOR REALTY MEN wonderful. Its effect Is electrical."
July 60. Adding the rainfall of
RENT Newly furnlsned rooms
FOR
word,,
electrical,
That's
the
it
night
.10
last
inches, the rainfall
of
Minneapolis house, with or
at
the
one."
shocks
RECORD
ONLY
year
SHOWS
THIRTY
is already 15.39 and may
for the
housekeeping, $1 per week
without
TRANSFERS
FOR
THE ENTIRE
reach sixteen inches before the month
up, Albuquerque, N. M.
and
And
so
Sage's
was
Russell
fortune
ms
MONTH.
la over, and there are still five more
for
only $(i0,000,000. No wonder the old FOrTreTTT Large,
months of this year.
light housekeeping; rent reasonaJuly 2 Thos. S. Hubbell and wife gentleman practiced such rigid econ
DUNCAN,

ion

MONEY to LOAN

PHARMACY

ALVARADO

9

..

with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to Youi Prosperity"

Almond. Bepzoin

SOLD ONLY

the

man who thouid bo working for yon?
'
man h wouid gladly lend you money?
your
hors??
buy
to
mmi win would like
man who would bay an Interest in your buslneist
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

uja Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you

our

and Witch Hael
Cream 25c. &
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the
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of the
of the

SUMMER
TAN
AND
OF
ROUGHNESS AND THEOF A CLEAR
SOFT, FRESH COMPLEXION.

is assured by using

THURSDAY.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESl

REMOVAL
p!Tb!ikX

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Colorado.

PUBLIC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 West
Gold avenue.

M.

CAP.!TAL

$100,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS...'.

2ooo0.00

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of thla bank aince its organization:
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first month
81,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,760.13
Deposits at the end of the first year
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.820.31
Deposits at the end of the flrBt two years
877,332.37
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,602.31
OFFICERS:
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
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CITIZEN JOB Rooms

turn out
vrythlngm

prlntor know
how to do , ,,,

VETERINARIAN.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
424 North Second street
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
Office,

RODERICK

STOVER, E. E.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent tor KairDanKs, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 west Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER

OF TITLES.

H. R. WHITING,

South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
titles. Including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
PRIVATE LESSONS.
Will be given in Spanish. French
and German, also in public high
Terms reasonable.
school branches.
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS.
Business College Rooms, Library
Building, East Railroad avenue.
TEACHER OF PIANO.
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
North First street. Primary pupils a
specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties In
terested write or call.
DR. VAUCAIRE'S FORMULA.
No.

119
-
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"OLD RELIABLE."

La

WaxjaavaaavwVeV
ESTABLISHED

1873.
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H. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

CXKC400 K4K400C004KeC4KaOS
LET US FIGURE
on modern sanitary plumbing improvements. Whether you want to live in
your house or sell It, we can aid you
greatly by our materials and methods.
Bear In mind that our estimating entails no cost "ur work no more cost

than is right.

Vv
HenrV
Mra
Ponnmmon.l
Rvmo
in dovolnn
" . " 1' trio hiist from four

We carry the finest line' of garden
hose in the city.

to six inches. Guaranteed to be made
from pure Galegal Extract. The formula Is a general tonic, but has a spe- olfln ofTnnt ,,rirn tVtn l.nsr
la TtrfCtlT
harmless. For sale at the Alvarado
pharmacy.
Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
hope for
No one can reasonably
good digestion when the bowels are
constipated. Mr. Clias. Baldwin of
III., says: "I suffered from
chronic constipation and stomach tru- tiles for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and IJver Tab
lets, am almost cured." Why not get
a package of tluse tablets and get
well and stay well.' Price 2jC bam
pies free. For tale by all druggists.

0404K404t04Kefsl

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

.i. C.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loons best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILlu.Nu PATER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHEK.JAN-WILLIAM-

ALBUQUERQUE
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WHFN A BACA

MS 6MT

Let the next 6 months

MEETS A BACA

be banner money makers
for you

Attorney Elfego Baca Makes
Charges Against Territorial Officials.

IS DESTINED

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

APPEARED BEFORE THE GOVERNOR
From the New Mexican:
Attorney Eifego Baca arrived this
morning from Socorro In order to
prosecute the charges he filed some
time ago with Governor Hagerman
charging malfeasance in office and perversion of puodc funds and public
property against Leadro Baca, sheriff,
and Kduardo Jaranilllo and Alfredo
Armijo, ccunty cominlsloners, of Socorro county.
It Is alleged by Mr. Baca that Sheriff Baca purchased sundry articles for
the use of county prisoners from
Jaranilllo. chairman of the
board, who has a small store about
eleven miles south cf Socorro, ana
that these were not used for the purpose for which they were purchased.
This, Mr. Baca claims, shows a con- suirarv between these two county orflclals "to do the county." The blU
in this case amounted to $64.
Goods Not Used for County Purposes.
In anotner bill amounting to 180,
contracted by the sheriff with Abran
Abeyta, also a Socorro merchant, Mr,
Baca alleges that a similar state of
affairs exists and that tne goods were
not used for county purposes. He also calls attention to the fact that the
sheriff received 60 cents per diem for
the feeding and maintenance of pris
oners and is not allowed under the
law to purcnase otier supplies for
their use or the use of the Jail. It is
alleged by Attorney Baca that Sheriff
Baca has converted these supplies to
his own use and benefit. Attorney
Baca has true copies of bills in these
cases, which lie has filed with the
charges. At the last meeting of the
board of Socorro county commissioners
the board allowed the treasurer. and
county collector $71 for post
age stamps, alleged ta have been spent
on county business.
Warm Enough to Do Without Wood
Mr. Baca claims that as the collector
receives 4 per cent of all taxes collected, he 3hould pay for his own post
age, and that the county should not
pay for the same. Another bill that
is objected to is the one for coal and
wood amounting to 67, furnished dur
ing the summer, and Attorney Baca
is of the opinion that it Is plenty
warm enough in the Socorro county
jail during the summer months with
out, the uso of coal and wood.
There are other serious charges and
It is understood that District Attorney
H. A. Woolford and Attorney G. Fitch
will aid Attorney Baca In the prosecution before the governor. The date
will be determined after the arrival
of Mr. Fitch, who Is now In the northwestern part of the territory and is
expected here Saturday or binaay.

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

are growing less

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

Call at office, 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

119 S. Second St.

GROWING

50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

IS

COCOANUTS

A

FINE

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

ELEGANT
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Cha. Mellnl, Secretary

Kakln, rresldent.

O. Bachectal,

Giomli Vlce President.

Treasurer.
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Consolidated Liquor Co.

::v

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.

4
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WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

1

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

V
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Wc keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
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Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. Sv,HLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
3T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
,
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FORT OF RAMBLON ISLAND, WHERE ONE MAN'S
copra, the dried meat of the nut. Copra
By Hamilton Wright.
soaps,
Tlnalmud, Ambos tamariues Prov is the base of the most valuable exports
essences.
perfumes
The
and
no
is
x.
There
August
I.,
ince, P.
for 1905 amounted to $3,244,-703- .
finer region In the world for cocoanut 01 copra
amount $2,007,450 worth
Of
this
Philippines.
There
growing than the
France, $722,891 to
Is no easier way of making a living, was shipped to
to Germany and
provided cne has the capital to start Spain, $273,010 worthEngland
and the
with. The raising of cocoanuts Is the the remainder to
Ideal lazy man's Job. The only work United States.
The demand for copra is far In exconnected with It Is the gatnering of
cess of the supply. The present high
the crop.
Down on the island of Romblon price of more than $tW per ton laid
lives Gov. Sanz, wnose Income U $25,-00- down in Europe is only a temporary
a year, American money. He advantage to the nufgrowlng Interests,
owns aliout 50,000 cocoanut trees. acts as a barrier to its more general
The governor is tne son of an old use. A rise of $5 per ton caused the
Spaniard and a prominent Filipino consumption of copra in Marseilles to
woman. These cocoanut groves were fall In one year from v0,00u to 70,000
planted early in the life of the present tons, while at $30 per ton tne cou
governor, who Is still a young man. sumption wculd Jump to 200,000 tons
There are other residents of the isl- In a single year. It is said. There
ands who receive an even greater lu- Is a concern In the United States that,
cerne from their cocoanut groves than if assured of $3ft copra, is prepared to
(loos Gov. Sanz.
absorb a thousand tons per diem. HowFrom fhe cocoanut is manufactured ever, production keeps poor pace with
0

IS
iCOME FROM C
consumption.
' In raising cocoanuts the trees are all
grown from the nuts or seed, and In
remote districts when first ipianteu
they have to be protected from wild
hogs. Atter three years the trees require little, If any, care. Some At the
grown trees are occasionally attacked
by a beetle wnlch cuts off the young
shoots so that they will not iiear. A
sand which Is found everywhere en the
seashore Is a sure preventive against
these beetles.
Cocoanuts grow finely almost anywhere in the Philippines along the
sea coast and south of Manila. Down
In the provinces of La Laguna. Taya-ha- s
and Amls Camarlnes one see
nothing but vast forests 01 coocanut
trees.
Cocoanuts are not Indigenous to the
Philippines. The trees in most cases
were planted by order of the friars
and the more Industrious Filipinos.
You would know they were all set by

$1u,.j0

A

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S

YEAR.

CEDAR BROOK,

hand, for ine rows are all about 20
feet apart, while the trees as they
stand In the rows are set 1. leet from
one another.
Many of the agents of tae big Spanish and Cninese firms will agree to
crop as
pay 75 cents per tree for
it stands on tne trees. Hundreds of
Americans wno came to tne Philippines In the wartime and, thought of
planting cocoanuts now wish that they
had done so, for the trets would he
In full bearing. About seventy trees
can be planted on an acre, and they
bear from the age of seven years up
to 40 or 50 years. No one knows Just
how long they continue to bear In the
Philippines, tor there are no recorded observations, but I did not see a
dead tree In the three weeks I spent
In the cocoanut regions.
The sonp made Irom cocoanuts Is
particularly valuable, inasmuca as It
Is the only soap that Is freely soluble
In salt water.

LOUIS HUNTER,

T.J.

MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to mention.

te

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,

-

NEW KIEIQOt

FOR GUN

SCUFFLE

HAS USUAL RESULT

RUSSIA'S NEW PREMIER

SERIOUSLY
ESTHER LOPEZ
WHILE AT
WOUNDED
PINOS ALTOS.
A shooting, claimed to be accident
al, occurred at Plnos Altos, Grant
county, Saturday night, the victim be
ing Esther Lopez by name. Her in
juries, while serious, are not fatal.
There Is considerable mystery sur
rounding the details of the affair, and
there were no witnesses to the shoot
ing other than the principals the
woman and Marquez Codena, who did
it, says the Silver City Independent.
Marquez Is an actor in the Mexican
circus, which recently showed In Sil
ver City and went from that place to
Plnos Altos. The woman is married
and has been living with her husband
here; it is claimed she followed Mar
quez and tho circus to Pinos Altos.
The two were together In a house
there Saturday evening when the
shooting occurred. Mrs. Lopez claims
that they were playing and scuffling
for the possession of the gun, when it
was discharged accidentally. The bul
let entered the breast and ranging
downward came out on nhe right side
above the hip. The course of the mis
sile was deflected by the ribs, and
this saved her life. Marquez tells the
.same story as Mrs. Lopez.
Dr. Huff, of Pinos Altos, was called
and attended the injured woman, and
gives It as his opinion that unless
some complication ensues she will re
cover.
Sheriff Farnsworth was notified of
tne matter, and acting under his In
struction, Marquez was taken into
custody and brought to Silver City
Sunday, where he is being
to
nau a complete investigation held
of the
nnair.
This is the second shooting' of a
woman in Pinos Altos within a short
time. A few weeks ago a Mrs. Garcia
was shot and killed. Guadalupe
UUa . uw elnfJ nel(j lQ tne coun.
u j.m 1U await the action of the
grand Jury, charged with the crime.
Acuna also claims that this
first
shooting was accidental, and
ny uioiiir circumstances, heunder
and
M. STOLVPIX.
the husband of the dead woman being
engaged in a scuffle for the possession
M. Stolypln, who succeeds M. Gomnykin
as premier of Russia, was
f,.,a.rt;.:!.1,7a. Y.hlf;h.
discharged minister of the interior in the Goremykin cabinet and he will retain that
UUIH.-portfolio in addition to his duties as premier. He is very popular in Rusmi .ir. uarcia.
sia, but has reactionary teudenciesand Is regarded with distrust by the
Galveston's Sea Wall
progressive and democratic elements in Russia.
appointment will do
makes life now a3 safe In that city as nothing toward pacifying the people, whose anger His
has been aroused over
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe
ihe dismissal of the douma.
who resides on Dutton street
in
"Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall
for
meiy. He writes: "I nave nSed Dr
Sat.ta Rosa anil Alatnogordo. On AugGOVERNOR HAGERMAN
King's New Discovery for consumpust .' the party will reach Cloudoroft,
tion the past five years and It keeps
AND OTHER OFFICIALS where the governor wnl attend the
uie well and safe. Before that time
a.inual outing and session of the Terri1 had a cough wnlca
years
for
torial liar association. Governor Hag-- t
had
growing
ACCEPT
Now
worse.
INVITATION OF EL PASO
4in
it's gone."
nnan will be accompanied by TerriCures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
4. SOUTHWESTERN
torial Secretary J. V. Raynolds, and
TO VISIT
whooping cough and prevents pneu.Vtornty General V. C. Held.
The
TOWNS ON THAT ROAD.
monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tlprivate car, in which the tour will be
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
E. L. Carnenter
made, will be attached to a specla.
GOo and $1. Trial Louie free.
of the commercial interests of the train containing a diner and other aco
Coal company in
commodations.
TAKE A PLUNGE
and H. a. Simmons. f.m.ral
At the towns above
stops
superintendent of the El pa.so & South- - of from several hours named,
the
to a day or
SWIMMING POOL.
eiern
railroad. Bpeut Tuesday in mure will be made In order that the
604 North First Street. Open Dally, Santa Fe. having Journeyed
from i:i governor and other members of the
1 aso
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
in Mr. Simmons'
rivt.,
party may see the surrounding counThe object of their viKit
ti... ,.,,.oai try and become acquainted with the
A Mystery Solved.
city was to invite Governor Hagerman
"How to ktep oft periodic attacks of io iaKe a trip over the Kl Paso & people.
biliousness and liai.it ual ccn stipa'ion Southwestern,
i,ih Sikj Ih-- itching skin. Heals cuts r
was a mvMfrj. that Dr. King's New he ciinsent, d to 1I0. ilnir
m burns without a scar. Cure3 pibs.
Tim vi
Life l'ills Milvi-.- i for nu," writes John leave Santa Fe with Messrs.
Carjvn-te- r eczema,
salt rheum, any Itching.
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia. Iml.
The
and Simmons in the latter's pri- Doan's Ointment. Your druggist Bells
only pills tliar are guaranteed to give vate ( ar. on August 12,
for
a
tour of it.
perft-satisfaction to everybody or the line, which will take a week or,
money i
lej. un!y 25c at all
,. ni
more.
Amont! iha tnuni
If you want results In advertising
be vUitvd are Dawson, Tucumcari, try an
Eveniu; Citizen want ad.
IS
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WOMAN JOINER ALL
THE RAGE IN EUROPE
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette
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Copenhagen, July 8. Denmark has
the only woman cabinetmaker in the
world.
She is Miss Catherine Hors-boe- l,
33 years old, and she is now all
the rage in fashionable Europe.
Her services are commanded
by
kings and aristocrats, and Horsboel
Is
being
furniture
raved alout as the
latest thing in cabinet making. Miss
Horsboel s factory Is In Copenhagen
and only a limited sm ply of furniture
Is turned out, for tiir- young woman
innim uKn putting the stamp of her
own individuality 0:1 every thing that
leaves her shop.
She not only makes her own designs
but also carves her own wood, saws
and piaues It and puts on the
-

-
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K
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UPSTAIRS,
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the
heat you want, and still have the top
of the range cold within a foot of the
burner. The best proof that Gas

; ."73

Cookery Is cool cookery. You appreciate It wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

j

Her stylo Is largely a protest against
the flimsy delicacy or the Nouvel art.
Her tables ami cabinets and chairs
are all built substantially and ghe
has discovered how to combine obvious strength with delicacy of design.
Miss Horsboel had a hard struggle
In reaching the top of her profession.
Her tamily is po r and she ad to
spend half her time working- for the
money to support herself while she
was studying. After she had finished
her technical education fche went to
Merlin, where she overcame the prejudice against her sex in the Joiner's
trade and got regular employment at
cabinetmaking. Then she spent some
time in Paris and finished her course
of study In London.

OVER

Pining the hot weamtr of the

NO.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

--

I

My merchant tailoring eno? g upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I Boliclt the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have tad fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
la order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Inlure
tho cloth
, . in.
- Idiea' uarr,or.i
hi
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
first-class-

O. BAMBINI.

,

fc'LEADING

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC
.

I

5

Wholesale Grocers

suni-- !

immediate attention, bo as to check
the dlsiase before it uecomes serious.
Al! that is necessary Is a few doses
f Chamlx rlaiu's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev. M. O. S'ocklund. l astor of the
first M. K. chute.., i.ittle Falls, Minn.,
Ve have used Chamberlain's
writes:
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
for hf veta! years and find it a very
valuable ivmedy. especially for summer d soidi is in children." Sold by all
druggists.

& CO.
J. H. O'REILLY
DRUGGISTS

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

209 WEST nier montiis the first unnatural loose-- I
AVENUE, O. BAM- uess of a child's bowels should have

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

WITH GAS

OAS RANGE
You can be using one, getting all

Summer Diarrhoea in Children.

TAILORING

Roofing

With a coal stove you waste tea
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon It without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a

9
MERCHANT
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Albaqaerqoe, New Mexico
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

Secret of

Published Daily and WeeKly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company

Argument
An Unanswerable
republican can refuse the plain, simple,

How any
heart to heart talk, and unanswerable argument which
President Roosevelt offers In the following letter, is difficult to understand.
Copy.
27,

16.

My Dear Sir:
I have received your

letter of the 23d protesting
gainst certain federal officials taking part against
statehood In the pending campaign In Arizona.
I do not desire to coerce the action of any man In

Arlionn, whether he does or does not hold my commission. The federal officials are to have the same right as
ny other citizen to express their sentiments and vote
as they choose, though of course they are not to use
their offices so as in any way to control or influence the
popular vote. Subject, however, to this last qualification, their right to speech and action is untrammeled
just as much so as with any private citizen.
It Is proper, however, that having said this I should
add my earnest hope that the people of the Territory of
Arizona in their wisdom will decide to enter the Vnton
as part of the great State of Arizona. No man can foretell what will happen in future; but it is my belief that
if the people of Arizona let this chance go by they will
have to wait very many years before the chance again
offers itself, and even then it will very probably bo only
upon the present terms that is, upon the condition of
being joined with New Mexico. If the people of Arizona
come in now they will achieve what every
American ought to wish to achieve; that Is, the right
If they refuse what Is proffered
of
opinion is proffered upon the
my
in
what
and
then
onlj proper and permissible terms they condemn themselves to an. indefinite continuance of a condition of tutelage,
I have a .peculiar affection for the people of the four
Terirtories which, under the act of Congress I have Just
signed, now have the opportunity to enter as two States
Into our Federal Union. These Territories ar6 filled
wkh men and women of the stamp for Which I grew to
feel so hearty a regard and respect during the years that
I myself lived and worked on the great plains and in
the Rocky Mountains. It was from these four Terri-"torlthat I raised the regiment with which I took part
Jn the Cuban campaign. Assuredly I would under no
circumstances advise the people of these Territories to
do anything that I considered to be against either their
I feel that for them
moral or their material
now to refuse to come into the Union as States would
be at the best mere folly. Very wisely, the people of
Oklahoma and Indian Territory, and I believe the people
of New Mexico also, have abandoned an attitude which
forbade their thus assuming the great privileges and reI can not
sponsibilities of full American citizenship.
too heartily express my hope that the people of Arizona,
exercising their sober second thought, will come to look
at the matter in the same light.
Sincerely yours,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Mr. Mark A. Rodgers,
Secretary Arizona Statehood Association,
Tucson, Arizona.
es

well-bein-

g.

Let Him Resign

It is true that each man must. In a very large sense,
be the judge of the propriety or Impropriety of his own
'actions. In other words, every man must act according to the dictates of his conscience. Still, there are
certain well defined principles of right and propriety

Married life Is dull because It Is life shorn of illu
sions.
It is beer without the foam, chamraene without the
to give It thrill
fizz and the circus without the Ixxip-l- a
and fascination.
It is an Indifferent man who does not care whether
he pleases or not, tied to a woman by a bund that they
lack the enerjty to gild and the courage to break.
The most Ideullzed and the seldomest realized thing
on earth is a home.
There Is nothing else about which so many beautiful
sentiments cluster as about family life, and there are
precious few thinufi that are so hard to endure.
The plain truth is that the average home of the
average family Is the abomination of desolation, the
qulnttsseiue of all that is dull, sordid nnd commonplace.
The average woman regards matrimony as giving
her carte blanche to wear Mother Hubbard wrappers, eat
onions and tell her husband home truths.
The average husband considers thnt the wedding
ring gave him license to say things to his wife that he
wouldn't dare say to any other woman who had an able
bodied brother.
The average home Is a place where everybody comes
to dump down the ill temper and bad manners and surliness that they would not dream of exhibiting in public.
Social intercourse In the rverage family Is conduct
ed along aboriginal lines o. grunts and grumbles ana
knocks, where nobody takes the trouble to spare an
other's feelings.
Is It any wonder that r. man flies .away from home
as soon as he can get his dinner of an evening, on the
pretext of business or sit Ing up with a sick friend, or
that the children break a'fay from It as soon as they are
able, or that the btttc.est complaint of the domestic
woman Is that she has no latchkey
And the pity of it Is that It is all so unnecessary.
It is a tragedy wrought out of the fact that men and
women do not understand that when you rob life of its
graces, its Illusions, Its poetry and Its charm, you have
taken away everything which makes it attractive and
left it bare and repulsive.
If a man and a woman revealed themselves to each
other before marriage in the guise they do afterward
there would be very few marriages.
No young woman could be induced to come down
Into the parlor to see her best beau with her hair done
up in curl papers and her shirt waist gaping in the
back.
with a dirty col
No young man would go
lar and a three days' stubble of beard on his face.
On the contrary, both youth and maiden put on
their" most attractive attire and by means of curling and
crimping and barbering seek to gain favor in each
other's eyes.
But what a change matrimony makes! The woman
becomes frowsy; the man slouchy in dress.
Temper and tongue have free rein.
Conversation becomes a sparring match, In which
each tries for the other's weak spot.
Neither husband nor wife seems to feel that there
is the slightest necessity of trying to p!ase each other.
They have taken each other for better or worse, and
they are determined to make it as "worse" as they can.
If people were married for one year, or two, one
could understand the recklessness with which so many
husbands and wives deal with each other's affections,
but this is not true.
There is no time limit on the average marriage
except death.
Nobody ever complains that courtship is dull. A
man finds It thrilling to spend an evening In the society
of a woman who is putting forth every art to allure him.
He takes her to dinner and she beams across the
table. He takes her to the theater and she thrills responsive to his every thought.
Life is filled for them with circling wings and golden glory because they see it through the mists of illusion.
They marry.
They strip the illusions from life.
They still have the same means of annmlng them
selves.
They have unlimited opportunities for companion
ship.
The restaurants and theaters are doing business at
the same old stand, but they find it all deadly dull, be
cause they are no longer trying to fascinate each other
or even to keep each other In love. It is the same old
as they
life, only they have stopped crying "Hoop-la!Jump through the rings, and the snap has gone "out of
the show.
And the pity of it is that they might have kept tip
the interest in it to the end if they had only preserved
the illusions of lite.
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Here Are Seven Acrobats Who Do
Them in Gotham.
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We've Too Much Clothing
,

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

Call and Get My Prices
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

ML

MAHBE1X

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

i

Guilty

New York. Aug. 2. Seven acrobats
have been astonishing Hippodrome
crowds with their combined and incllJ
vldual strength. The Geo. Bonhair- Gregory troupe is composed of men
and boy 8 from the two families whose
names compose the troupe. They
tumble, fall, climb, run up and down
each other with an astounding agility,
and the weight of the six is borne
with ease by the senior member of the
crowd.
These acrobats are Germans by
birth and are In this country for the
first time. Little George, the youngest of the band, who is barely 4 feet
high and Just manages to escape the
"Gerry" law for age, was called the
"greatest living acrobat" by Emperor
Joseph of Austria, when the youngster
appeared before that royal personage
last year. The tropers are prime favorites of the Kaiser WHlhelin, who has
"commanded" them on more than one
occasion to appear before his august
presence, and King Edward of England is another ruler who has expressed his pleasure in their physical
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Spelter Market.
St. Ixniis, Mo., Aug. 2
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n saving money the
start is a very important
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parallel to which human conduct must be kept, to avoid
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part. When the habit of saving z
the Imputation of one's being a freax or a knave.
St. Louis, Mo.. Aug. 2. Wool marIs once firmly rooted, the results
ket, steady; unchanged.
To become specific, when a man accepts office at
the hands of a political party, the very act of acceptsaving will manifest themselves.
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ALBUQUERQUE

ir 106.
remarked the distinguished tiRltor, ADJUTANT
when nsked for an expression of his
views of the southwest. "All It needs
Is development. The question or water
supply seems to be the most perplex- -
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ENDLESS PRAYER CHAIN
INSANITY'S NEW FORM

CONVENTIONS

"Albuquerque, the Convention City,"
title that thlsVurg la laying claim
to, these days, and Justly, too. During
Sf ptember there will lie a gathering of
different convention delegates In this
city that will eclipse any former
events of the kind, and that will be
one of the largest gatherings 01 men
sent to this city as representatives of
different organizations than will occur
again before 1907, when It Is confidently expected that the National Irrigation congress will meet In Albuquerque, or If by some slip not In 1907,
th"n In 19R, positively.
The wool growers' convention will
bring several hundred sheep roon to
this city (luring fair week. Governor
the
Hasernnn states that he expects con25u delegates appointed to this
vention by himself to be in attendance, and as each county will be allowed seven additional delegates, In
addition to those Bent oy the different
commercial clubs, it looks as though
there would easily be 1,000 sheep men
here at the time of convening the sessions, which will last three days, September 18. 19 and 21.
In addition to this meeting there
will be 'held here, during fair week, a
t the Undertakers and
convention
Embalmers' association of New Mexa
ico, for the purpose of perfecting
organization.
Iermanent territorial
Undertakers from all over the territory
will be here and It Is expected that
some 100 delegates wih be in attendance for this convention.
Yet another convention billed for Albuquerque In September is the Retail
Merchants'
association, which will
meet here, probably during fair week.
This association has members m almost every town in the territory, ana
consequently the representation that
will attend the convention will be
large in numbers.
Add to this the meeting of the
Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias
of New Mexico, who will hold a four
days' session during fair week, and
a Shriners' meeting, to take place
some time In September, and one can
readily see where Albuquerque is entitled "to the title of "Convention City."
And this is as it should be, as no
town in the territory is more logically
fitted to be the convention city cf
New Mexico than the metropolis. Centrally locateu, with one of the finest
hotels in the entire southwest, and
numerous other hotels, from the best
to the cheapest lodging house. It affords accommodations for all classes
of people. The line of amusements
and sight seeing is of the best, and all
in all, it io an ideal place for the holding of any kind of a convention.
Is a

MAN WHO FOUGHT

STANDARD OIL CO.
PASSED THROUGH
ALBUQUERQUE TUESDAY IS
RESTING AT LAS VEGAS. "

IN MISSOURI

The Nemesis of the Standard Oil
octopus in ..lissouri, Attorney General
Herbert S. Hauiey, passed through
Albuquerque, Tuesday, en route from
Santa Fe to Las Vegas, where he will
spend a few days at the resort of
Margarito Romero, at El Porvenir.
Speaking of joint statehood, Attorney General Hadley said:
"New Mexico Is entitled to single
statehood and can get it if It wants It.
Both territories are worthy of being
admitted as states, and I can't understand why congress should object to
them coming in as such. It isn't poll-ticI don't believe it Is, at least, for
I understand that Arizona Is democratic and New Mexico republican, so
that should make It a stand-off.- "
While In Santa Fe, Attorney Hadley
met Governor Hagerman, and later expressed himself as lelng delighted
with the meeting and very favorably
Impressed with our chief executive.
"I'd always heard that Governor
Hagerman was very much of a juvenile," said Mr. Hadley, "but I found
him to be one of the few young men
In public life who appear much older
than they really are."
Attorney General Hadley will remain
In Las Vegas several days, recuper
ating from the fatigue of a lecture
course at different Chatauquas.
He
was confined to his bed two months
in Missouri with pleurisy, and after
his recovery his physicians ordered
him west for a long rest.

NO CLUE IN MEAT
MARKET ROBBERY
WATCHING BANKS FOR STOLEN
CHECKS TO TURN UP
NO
NEW DEVELOPMENTS.
J. W. Abbott, proprietor of the City
meat market, which was entered and
the cash register and safe robbed of
money and checks amounting to over
$125, stated that as yet there had
been no new developments in the rotr
bery, and the police have so far been
unalile to secure any clue as to the
thief or thieves.
The only hope ( f catching up with
the criminal is to watch the banks
for the presentation of the checks that
were stolen. Two of the six checks
taken were on the Slate National bank,
and the remaining four on the Bank
of Commerce. So far none of these
checks have turned up at any of the
banks.
STOCK-SLAGE-
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Where Irrigation is Impracticable and
the rainfall is tairiy goon mispromprocess cf dry farming
ises to do much In reclaiming the
semi-ari- d
regions.

By Right of Central Location.

Accommodations
Attractions.
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AN INTERVIEW HE PRAISES
NEW
MEXICO
AND
THE
GREAT SOUTHWEST.

Hun. S. M. tocksl.iger, of Indiana,
who represented the Third cimres-sioudistrict of that state in
a few years ago, and who was
also commissioner in the general land
office, passed up the road yes erilay,
stopping in Santa Fe. during the day,
and leaving late in the afternoon for
Washington, where he and his family
now reside.
While inxPanta Fe be was interviewed as follows by a reporter for
the New Mex.can:
al

con-pre-

ss

"It's a traiid country, with jirear
possibilities and wonderful resources,"

ANOTHER CRANK'S NOTION OF
DISTRIBUTING SPIRITUALITY
THROUGHOUT WORLD.
Some religious lunatic has devised
the "endless prayer chain," and has
opened correspondence with residents
of this city known to be of religious
proclivities. The letters contain the
form of a prayer which the writer says
was prepared by HiBhop Iawrence,
who recommended the forging of the
endless prayer chain. Although the
prayer was apparently intended for the
ears of tne Most High as all Christian
prayers are, this one is to be sent to
nine persons and by each of them to
another nine and so on, presumably
until the population of the whole world
shall be in receipt of it.
The writer appeals to the terror of
the recipients. If they do not forward
the paper it will be the worse for
them. He writes: "He who will hoi
say It will be afflicted by some misfortune. One person, who paid no attention to it met with a dreadful accident. He who will rewrite this prayer
and distribute it to nine other persons
commencing on the day It is received,
and sending only one each day, will on
or after the ninth day experience great
joy. At Jerusalem, during tne Holy
Feast, it was said he who will rewrite
this prayer win be delivered from
every calamity. Please do not break
the chain."
So far as known tne chain has not
been broken in Albuquerque, yet there
is no evidence that it has been precept-lbl- y
lengthened.

BABIES

GENERAL

WILL BE
JUDGED ON POINTS

Final Arrangements For the
Transportation of N. M. N. G.
to Austin. Texas.
FACTS ABOUT

CAMP MABKY

Adjutant General Tarklngton
arrived In tne city last night at midnight from
Fe to make final arrangements for the transportation of
the territorial troops to the encampment at Austin, Tex., and was busy
today looking after the shipping details and ihe securing cf commissary
supplies.
A special train of tourist and Pullman slrepers and luggage cars will
leave Albuquerque on the morning of
August 3, probably at 9 o'clock, having
on loard Companies E and O, of this
city and Old Albuquerque, and the
lvas Cruces and Silver City companies,
stopping at
where Company F,
of Santa Fe, will be picked up, and
Vegas,
where Troop A will
at Iis
board tne train, which will then proceed to Austin, via La Junta, Colo.,
Newton, ivas., Oklahoma and Texas,
arriving at Austin somo time Suna

day.

Company B, of Roswcll, will proto Fort Worth, Tex., by way of
the Fort Worth & Denver railroad, via
Amarlllo and the Peccs valley lines,
joining the New Mexico troops at that
place, and proceeding to Austin on
the soldier special.
will be In camp
The troops
probably
a week, as long as
possible with
the funds set aside
by the government for the maintenance of the New Mexico Guaru, ana
will return to their home stations
about August 12 or 13. It Is expected
that the troops will gain much valuable Information regarding military
tactics from coming In contact with
the regulars and militia from other
states.
Company O, with thirty-fivmea
and three officers, and Company E, or
Old Town, with thirty men and two
officers, the former under the command of Captain Ruppe and the latter
commanded by Captain La Lond. are
expected to make the best showing
among the New Mexico contingent, Inasmuch as they are the two largest
companies in the territory, and have
been drilling regularly for some tin:
past in preparation fcr the encampment.
In addition to the New Mexico troopc
the following troops will be In camp
at Austin:
Arizona militia, .Louisiana militia
Infantry,
Texas militia. Twenty-fiftentire; Twenty-sixtInfantry, entire;
First cavalry, entire; Fifth cavalry,
headquarters and one squadron; Sixth
battery, field artillery; Fifteenth battery, field artillery; signal corps, one-hal- f
company, and a detachment from
the hospital corps.
Camp Mabry will be under the command of Brigadier General William S.
McCaskey during the time It Is maintained. The camp was established
July 27 and will contiue until September 30.
ceed
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BABY SHOW DURING
FAIR.
DIFFERENT CLASSES, LIST OF
POINTS, AND PRIZES.

That the Baby show to take place
during the twenty-sixt- h
annual territorial fair to be held In this city, Sepwill be one of the best
tember
featutws of the week. Is becoming
more apparent every day.
Quite a
number cf the local merchants have
contributed prizes for the occasion, all
of which aie higa class and well worth
striving for.
The Baby show is to be conducted
along scieutiuc lines, the awards being
made on points, and every mother is
advised to cip the following table of
points from these columns for future
reference:
Conformity of features 35 points.
Prettiest eyes 30 points.
Disposition 15 points.
Prettiest hands and feet 10 points.
Dress 10 points.
Prizes for the following classes will
be offered:
Nicest baby six months old or under,
first and second prize.
Nicest baby, not over one year old,
or under six months, first and second
prize.
Nicest bay, not over two years old,
or under one year, first and second
prize.
Baby, two years old or under, with
nicest pair oi eyes, one prize.
Baby with best nature and disposition, one prize.
Nicest" dresed baby, one prize.
This makes a total of nine prizes
to be awarded, and the fact that, the
judges will be selected from out of
town assures every mother in the city
entering her baby of securing an Impartial Judgment on It.
A fine brass bedstead from Faber's;
a beautiful baby carriage, tne best In
stock, from O. W. Strong's Sons, and
a dozen fine cabinet photos frcni the
Moon studio have already been donated as prizes.
The Baby show will take place In
the Casino, one day during fair week,
the exact date yet to be selected.
17-2-

GRAND

LODGE OF
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS

h

h

FE HOSPITAL

SANTA

AT TOPEKA, KANSAS
TO BE ENLARGED AND THE ADDITION WILL COST $10,000.

REPRESENTATIVES
EXPECTED.
The Grand Lodge of the Knights of
Pythias of New Mexico, will meet In
Albuquerque in September, during fair
week, and will probaoly be In session
four days. The local "lodge is making
great preparations for the entertainment of the representatives who are
expected to be here from all parts cf
the territory, and It Is estimated that
there wMl be at least one hundred
Knights in attendance, In addition to
the members oT the local lodge.
Among the most prominent Knights
of the territory expected to be in attendance during the session of the
Grand lodge here are Julius Ulfelder,
of Elizabethtown, grand chancellor, C.
E. Perry, Las Vega3, grand keeper of
records and seals, and Chas. F. Easley,
of Santa Fe, past supreme grand representative and many others.
100

At the annual meeting of the board
of directors of the Santa Fe Hospital
association, which was held Tuesday
morning, in the office of General Manager J. E. nuriey, Topeka, It was de-

cided to build an addition to the Topeka hospital building, which will cost
in the neighborhood of m,0O0, says
the Capital. The addition will be three
stories nigh and will constitute an extension of the east wing of the main
hospital building. The first and secwill probably be used for
ond
the hospital laundry, which now occupies part of the third floor of the hospital building. The quarters now occupied by tne laundry and the third
floor of the addition will Iks used for
wards.
'ihe plans for the addition will be
decided upon y the hospital authorities and work will begin on the build-nias soon as the plans are ready.
The hospital is badly crowded for
room at the present time.
The directors also decided to erect
a permanent hospital building at Ia
Junta to accommodate the hospital
there, whim is now in temporary quarters, 'ibis building will cost about
rs

I25.00U.

The board of directors of the association, which renamed itself Tuesday
morning for the next year, is composed of the following Santa Fe men:
J. E. Hurley, F. C. Fox, W. P. Buck, J.
H. Griifin and J. E. Thomas. The officers of the association which the
lioard
are as follows: J, E.
Hurley, chairman of the board; J.
Raster, chief surgeon oi the association; E. L. Copeland, secretary and
treasurer; J. F. Scott, assistant secretary; a. O. Wellman, assistant treasurer, and A. L. Conrad, auditor.

THERE IS NO EXCUSE
FOR

IDLE

Next

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

Year-Incre-

CLASS

of

ase

FIVE.

Extra Special
We have on sale a large lot of

Re-

ceipts 12 Per Cent Will
Accomplish This.

Carpet Remnants

Mrs. James GrunsfelJ has returned
from an extended visit to her sister at
El Paso.
Tonight "Baby Trlxie," a clever Ju- THE RECEIPTS AND INCREASE
Some of them Just enough to eovsr
venile performer, will be seen at the
a email bed room or sitting room
Casino In her singing and dancing speProbably one of the most conclusive
cialty, the child and Its mother, Ellen
Ingrain, Brussels and Axmlnster at
Francis, booked for character parts, evidences of the steady growth of Albuquerque
is the increase in the post-offiless than actual cost
having recently become members of
receipts for the year ending
the Ielghlon Stock company.
Come In and brl
measurements of
Prof. Hiram Hadley; superintendent March 31, lliot'., over those of the preyear.
your room. Wo will be able to
h
of public Instruction, i.as returned to vious
Postmaster Hopkins has Just finSanta Fe, after attending the teachers'
you
a
carpet
with
nice
very
for
institute, of Sandoval, Socorro, Sierra ished the compilation of his full relittle money.
and Lincoln counties, and also being ports for the past fiscal year, and
present at iiq meeting of the board states that the total receipts were
of trustees of the College of Agricul $:if,311.53, a gain of almost $4,000 over
ture and Mecnanic Arts at Mesilla. H the year ending March 31, 1905.
This puts the Albuquerque postof-fic- e,
Roy Brown, who la connected with
now In the second class, In a fair
one of the largo sheep companies way to sexra
become an office of the
grazing sheep on the Estantla plains, first class. All
that is necessary to
is in the city the guest of the family an office becoming one of the first
of W. R. Green, of 307 W-s- t Santa Fe class Is that Its receipts annually
308-31- 0
avenue. Mr. Brown says that consid- amount to as much as $40,000, anjl as
Ave.,
N. M.
erable rain has fallen on the Estuncia the receipts for the year ending March
plains this summer and that grass is 31 were only $3,e8.47 less than the
plentiful.
required $40,000, It would look as
Madam Steward-Lamthe South though by the end of 4he fiscal vear
Second street milliner, will leave Sun- ending March 31, 1907, this office will
day morning for Denver.
After have achieved its $40,000 annual respending a day at Denver, where she ceipts and have entered the first class.
will meet her trimmer. Miss Strausen-btK'Postmaster Hopkins stated that
the two will Journey together since. March of this year the Increase
to Chicago, and purchase the fail and over the last year had been at the
winter millinery for Mrs. Steward-l.anib- 's rate of 10 per cent, so far, and as the
store here. They will be ab- spring and summer months are always
sent several weeks.
more dull than the fall and winter
Thornton and wife, months, it would soem that the inof the year
who have been the guonts of District crease the remainder
Attorney and Mrs. F. W. Clancy the would bo even greater than 1) per
past couple of weeks while the gov cent.
But even with an average I
ernor recovered from an Illness which
attacked him shortly after his arrival of only, 10 per cent for thli entire
from his home at Guadalijara, Mex- year it would mean that at t:i ; end
ico, left this morning for Santa Fe, of the fiscal year the local p
where they will be the guests of receipts would total $39,94.( ::. thus
Colo. Phone BIk 93
leaving only $57.32 to make the re
Aoto. Phone
friends a couple of weeks.
One feature of the proiect of the quired $40,000, and Albuquerque a
Rio Grande Iand, Water aid Develop- postofflce of the first class.
Many advantages would accrue by
ment company toe build a canal to Irrigate the rhesa lands. Is tiat a flume having the Albuquerque office in the
will be constructed to convey
the first class that are not obtainable as
waters of one river across the waters a second class office. The pay of the
of another, the waters of the Jemez carriers, now $8o0 per annum, would
to be conveyed In this mainer across be Increased to $1,000 per year, and
y
the Rio Grande near Bernalillo, where the clerks In the office would also
a raise of salary, as would all
the head of the mnln canal will be loother postorfice officials here. The
cated.
public would also be allowed accomThe New Mexican says: Judge John modations
not now obtainable.
R. MeFle, sitting in the secand Judicial
Speaking of the chances for the Al
rt
In the ilac of Judge buquerque office
district
to enter the first
Crockery, Stoves
Ira A. Abbott, Monday granted a diPostmaster Hopkins, In conver
vorce to Mrs. Esther Wheeler, a, dress- class,
Steel Ranges,
with a representative of The
maker of Alnuquerque, froai her hus- sation
Evening Citizen, said:
band, on the grounds of desertion and
"The past months since March 31
The defendant Is be- are a good
as the increase
lieved to be somewhere ii Kansas. has been 10 criterion,
per
over last year's
117 Gold Avenue
Mrs. Wheeler was represented In the receipts so far, centApril, May,
June,
divorce proceedings by Attorney T. N. July and August and
are usually the dullWllkerson of Albuquerque.
est months, the receipts always In
Mrs. W. J. Drummond and Mrs. A. creasing during the fall and winter
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Powell, who have been visiting with months. With a 10 per cent increase
their mother, Mrs. James Craig, of 811 during the dull months, which would
Especially, If she tells you to order
North Fourth street, for the past three mean a total of $39,942.68 for the year.
aack of
weeks, will leave tonight for their the winter months should bring It up
EMPRESS FLOUR.
honre In El Paso. During their short to 12 per cent, which would moan a
Make do excuse, (it you Bhoull fo
stay In this city they have made a total of receipts for the year of over
pet the order), that you could not
great many friends, who regret their $40,000, thus putting Albuquerque In
flail It, for every flrstcl&as
grota
departure, but hope to again have the the first class."
handles EMPRESS. You trill alwaya
pleasure of seeing them at some fuAs business In all lines In the terfind good bread, good biscuits, goo4
ture time. Mrs. Drummond Is one of ritory Is In excellent condition, (he
pastry and most important of aJX
El Paso's most accomplished musiwool yield heavy, the outlook for the
good cheer to greet you when jtm
cians.
cattle interests never brighter, and the
come home lor your dinner. Try H.
Chas. E. Gleckler, superintendent of farmer's face wreathed In smiles. It
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress si
the Jersey cow exhibit, of the terri- would certainly seem that the local
all others.
y
torial fair. Is In receipt of a letter postofflce business Is destined to
form J. O. Terrell & Son, proprietors
an Increase this year sufficient
of the St. Cloud Jersey farm at San to put It In the first class.
1YL
Antonio, Texas, In which the writer
says that they will bring an exhibit ANNUAL MEETING OF EAGLES.
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
of cattle to the fair If the dates of
the Albuquerque fair do ,not conflict Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eaglet, Milwauwith the Dallas fair. The St. Cloud
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
Jerseys are the finest In the state of
Texas, and their presence at the fair
Far tne above occasion the Santa
should prove a good drawing card.
Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
And Careful Dispensing, go to
for the round trip. Tickets on
"Make Ha While the Sun Shines." $47.10August
11. 12 and 13, 1906. Final
sale
The
Easy Little Drag Store
There Is a lesson in the work of the
August 23.
thrifty farmer. He knows that the limit,
T. E. PUHDY.
at
Wtst Railroad Avenue
bright sunshine may last but a day
Agent A. T .,
S. F. Ry.
and he prepares for the showers
which are so liable to follow. So It
Cheapest accident Insurance Dr.
should be with every household. Dys- Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus and heals the wound. All druggists
may attack some member of the home sell it.
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, wblc'n
ROUGH DRY.
We do It right.
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avsnua,
Is the best known medicine for these Imperial Laundry Co.
diseases, should always be kept at
V
hand, as immediate treatment Is necTO BE PERFECTLY HAPPY
NOTICE TO SUM- T
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
top
off all your other creature comMER WANDERERS.
sale by all druggists.
forts with a rattling good cigar like
Have The Evening Citizen for- the famous White Lily. There's
't wawded to your address when V
MORTUARY
you go away on your vacation.
smoke for you I Clear Havaoua filler
(no scraps or "shorts"). The wrapper
If you are now a paid up sub- is carefully and artistically "rolled."
Mre. B. P, Freelove.
scriber, please letais know when
At her ranch home, six mile north f you order the paper forwarded,
The White Lily looks well, smells
of this city, yesterday, at 2:30 p. m
ditto and the way It makes a fellow
and aldo let m know if you do f
Mrs. B. P. Freeloe died of heart fail f sire It stopped at your home ad- feel! Yet, 5 cents buys one, 12.00 a
box of Bo any color or strength you
ure, her demise being very sudden.
dress. Be careful to give post- or
want.
The funeral arrangements have not as 'f office, hotel
Btreet address, in
Smoke a White Lily and be
Y
yet been completed.
happy.
all cases.
ce

fur-nls-

Mlbert Faber
Railroad

Albuquerque,

b,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

k,

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

en-Jo-

Furniture,
and Ranges."
Agt. CHARTER OAK
na

BORRADAILE

& GO,,

BERGER,

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
J17

The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT

ItlttlTII till

t

t
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The big Tiandkerchief sale now on
at the Racket wi.. be continued two

A NEW SHOW EVERY

days mere, Friday and Saturday.

Have you seen those nice hemstitched handkercn.efs they are selling at 3c
and 4c each, at the big handkerchief
sale, now on at the Racket? Only
two nays more.

PLENTY OF CARPENTERS AND
BAR ASSOCIATION
OTHER TRADES WANTED UP
NORTH.
A nieetiiiir of iiik 11. rnaliili, County
Hobert
Luke,
of Van Houteii, N. M ,
liar Association will be held at the
'
rihteen miles northw est of Kaion,
otilce of Mr. A. B. .Y.cMiUen. Thursday,
August 9ili, at 4 p. m., for toe purpose iilila a the) hoilst. ami lirlr!l?, rar.
of scTiirinir a delegation to attend the peiliters be can get, ottering IJ.jjU per
says the Triuidad Advertiser. He
meeting of the Territorial Bar Asso da y,
II ij.:v fare from Trinidad to all far
ciation to be held at Cloudcroft on wilmers
wno will agree to remain 3"
August 15. It is Important that the I"
local liar of Albuquerque should be dalys.
There is an unusual demand for all
properly represented at this meeting
here
of the association. There Is no doubt Kitii el s ofA mechanics and laborers
if- 4 liie'h Hhl It', r.ll (ir ,1:1V lu
that the meeting there will be both ii'.iu'
rered for urick layers, and ctlier kinds
profitable and pleasant.
commands correspondingly
A lull attenuance of the members of of work
tlie local bar association is requested. high wages. A well known building
eontrac'or stated that he was absolutely atraid to bid on a Job, fearing
AT THE CASINO
his aiiility to secure men to tarry on
the work.
At the Casino, last evening, the
Comon lab n i s are e ven scarcer
Leighton Stock company presenTed "In than skilled men, and advanced wages
Old Missouri" to a lair audience. The tails to s. cure them. On cause of
stoc k company has improved wonder- this is the work now going on In the
fully, of late, and gets better with sugar
fields and in picking fruit
each performance. A feature of this in ihe beet
western part of the state.
week's bo. is the work of the "Congo I'm Klo is no bettfer off in this respect
Twins,"
'no last night responded n
than Trinidad, ami some departments
seven encores, and still the audience
of the steel works have been compelled
more.
wanted
They are comeciy gun to work ha.i time and even shut down
spinners and e lever entertainers. To-- e ntire
ly because (f a shortage of help.
- i.
... ... use iu .i.
n.t:ui xi.e sparkling comedy, "Jane," j
i. ....
no eA
i uere is
me worm
ior
wnl be ; resented for a four nights a man being
out of work in this city,"
run.
said a member of the police force, "and

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par216V&
South Second Btreet, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a
penny.
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UlU'ER PECOS
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GOOD ACCOMMODATIONS
LIMITED NUMBER. FISHING
MRS, J. H. B. GILMOUR,

Address,

113, WEST RAILROAD AVINUfc

Pecos,

Convenience - Comfort - Security
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YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

AUvayi on Hand.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
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Wines, Bran dies. Etc,

8 AMPLE

A NO

CLUB ROOMS

AVE.

STEVENS & DOWYER, Proprietors
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TU
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telephone

I

12
213 WEST RAILROAD

Better

RICHARDS

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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PAGE

those who hang around Idle are no
better than vygs simply "because? they 10CAL POST OFFICE
won't work, and they should be run In
and compelled to Tut In time on the
chain gang. The eld exnisr of 'can't
MAY BE FIRST
get work' won't go now, because any
person physically able can get a Job
for the asking."

MEETI.G0F

.

CI1IZEN.

en-Jo-

g

OF NEW MEXICO TO MEET HERE
DURING FAIR WEEK
ABOUT

EVENING

to the:

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and iron. Bend your
Shirt Waist, and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not bo
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 819; Colo, Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co,

B

ALrsi'QtTEKQUE

PAGE SIX.
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Miss Maria, are visiting Mri. KUburo's
father, W, H. Whltchnl.
Mesdames Thurmond, W. It. Greer,
Htrlckler and Master Herman L'ndaner
are camping in the Burro maintains.
Sam Llndancfis expected home In a
day or two from Chicago. His ulster,
Miss Lillian, will accompany him
nome for a visit with her father and
friends.
The long looked for rain fell hsra
Monday night. A splcn-i- d rain commenced about 7 o'clock and continued
to fall almost steadily all night.
Miss Barbara Raithel has returned
from a very ipleasant visit to Silver
City, she was accompanied
home
ly Miss Ruth Hlnnran, who will visit
here for somo time.
Geo. L. Shakespease made a trip to
El Paso the other afternoon to meet
his sister, Mrs. Bush, who was returning from a visit in Milwaukee, Wis.
Miss Helen Delacy has returned to
uer home In El Paso after a very
pleasant visit with her sister. Miss
Marie Delacy. iilss Carrie niibTTard
accompanied ber for a few weeks'
visit at the Pass City.

Uha TweratietSi
mini; Century
Fad
BEING DEVELOPED BY
Aero Club of Ammericsi
9

Balloon racing, a comparatively
common practice of the aero clubs of
France, Germany and Spain, has become one of England's moat fascinating and exciting sports. The aero
club (subject of the subjoined Illustration, recently held several of these
races.
Every owner of a balloorf Is
by applications from fair society women for permission to accompany him on the club runs and races.
America Is also beginning to take notice of the new sport, as Is evidenced
by the fact that. In the fall of 1905,
an aero club was Incorporated In New
York city. What and why Is this
club? From the following brief excerpts from Its constitution we learn:
"Article 1. Name. This corporation
shall he kn wn ns the Aero Club of
America.
"Article 3. Objects. Section 1. The
promotion of a social organization or
lxm-barde-

regiment armory In New York, for
one week. Its first exhibition, at which
there were exhibited apparatus, models, pictures and literature appertaining to balloons, airships, flying machines, kites, scientific Instruments
and nccesaorles. This exhibition was
the first of Its kind held In this country.
This club, yet so young, has experienced a phenomenal growth, characteristically American. Its members.
now some few over 300, are officered
by such public men as Homer W.
Hedge, president; John F. O'Rourke,
first vice president; Charles J. Glld-desecond vice president; Augustus
Post, treasurer, and S. M. Butler, secretary. Among its members are found
such capitalists as Col. J. J. Astor,
O. It. P. Belmont, Phillip P. IKxige,
W. C. Greene, Joseph Letter, Win. K.
Vanderbllt, Jr., Harry Payne Whitney, and such scientists as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, Era lie Berliner,
O. Chanute, A. M. Herring,
Peter
Cooper, Hiram P. Maxim, Prof. M. I.
Pupin, A. Iawrence Rotch and Albert
Francis Zahm; such practical aerc- n,

"
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m. Descent
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at Hurley,

N. V.,

EVENING CITIZEN.

at 8:10
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10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

R. H. E.
1

-

3
1

7

3 10

Altrock, Walsh and
Towne; J, Tannehlll and, Armbruster.
R. H.E.
At St. Louis
3 8 3
St. Louis
2
3 2
Washington
Deity and O'Connor;
Batteries:
Falkenberj, Heydon and Wakefield.
R. H. E.
At Detroit
2 6 1
Detroit
1 7 0
New York
Batteries: Donohue and Schmidt;
Newton, Griffith and Kleinow.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
8 10 1
Cleveland
3 9 3
Philadelphia
Batteries: Eels, Hess and Bemls;
Benc'.er and Schreck.

ute&Ztrr&iL

nauts as Thomas Baldwin, Jos. A.
Blondln, Frank P. Lahm, Chas. Levee,
Leo Stevens and Geo. T. Tomlinson.
Here are all the sinews of war. The
capital, to permit; the science, to ap- ply; the captains, to command. Hav- lng all the qualifications necessary to
success in the development of the
sublime art of navigating the air the
Aero club of America seems destined
to bring glory to the land of its birth.
Before launching great enterprises,
however, its members are attacking
the problems confronting them in the
most logical manner by means of
short balloon flights undertaken in the
spirit of sport, which will eventually,
through familiarity gained with the
element to be conquered, make the latter task the easier of accomplishment.
To date the club members are the
owners of nine balloons, of capacities
ranging from 12,350 to 63,000 cubic
feet. The first ascension under the
y
auspices of the club was made
11,1906, by Chas. Ievee, from
West Point, N. Y., at 3:55 o'clock p.
Fel-ruar-

Notes from Correspondents

At Des Moines
On April 11 ascensions were re- Des Moines
"
sumed by Chas. Levee, Dr. Thomas Pueblo
Manske and
Batteries:
and Mrs. Thomas; April 14, Count de
la Vaux, Homer W. Hedge, Allen R. Morgan and Rennicker.

Fairs for quarter of a century.
but nothing like this

rglfl
Slc3

Hawley and Augustus Post; April 18,
Count de la Vaulx, A. M, Herring, Allen R, Hawley and Augustus Post;
April 28, Count de la Vaulx, Homer
W. Hedge and Charles Jerome Edwards; May 12, Chas. Levee, Alfred
N. Chandler, Henry S. Gratz; May 15,
Leo Stevens and Tracy Tisdell; May
21, Chas. Levee and Dr. Thomas; May
26, Chas. Levee, Frederick C. Unger,
Mr. Tuttle; June 17, Chas. Levee and
Dr. Thomas: June 25, Leo Stevens,
Major C. J. S. Miller and Chas. Levee;
July 11, Dr. Thomas, Roy Knaben-shuJuly 15, Leo Stevens, James H.
Hara and Chas. Levee; July 19, Roy
Knabenshue, Dr. Thomas and Mrs.
Thomas. This busy campaign promises to be continued and increased as
as
to number of ascensions
the many order for balloons, placed
bv other members of the club, can be

At Omaha
Omaha
Sioux City

8 10
5

At Lincoln
Lincoln
Denver
Eyler
Batteries:
Wright and Zalusky.

and.

I

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

0

0

1

Dexter;

' R.
4
2

Batteries: Carnes
Jarrott and Freese.

II. E.
7

5

Goading;

THE SHORT LINE
FROM

R. H. E.
.5 16 1
1

6

Right

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

COLORADO

0

Zlnran;

and

Comrades, Attention I

Illinois Central R.R.

2
3

American Association.
At Kansas City
3
Kansas City
0
St. Paul
At Columbus
3
Columbus
1
Toledo
At Milwaukee
3
Milwaukee
5
Minneapolis
At Ioulsville
C
Louisville
filled.
-- j
Indianapolis
Second game
:
11;
tofore assigned by the adjutant gen- Louisville
0
eral. The same order also relieves Indianapolis
of
First Lieutenant Dr. S. A. Milllkeu,
In Self Uefense
this city, from duty as quartermaster
and commissary and details him to Major Ilutnm, editor and manager of
accompany the provisional battalion the Constitutionalist, Bmmtnence, Ky.,
when he was fiercely attacked, four
as surgeon-othe battalion.
John M. Wiley, recently appointed years ago, by piles, bought a box of
postmaster at Silver City, has re- Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of which he
cured me in ten days and
ceived his commission as such officer, says:
and will enter upon his duties on no trouble since." Quickest healer of
25c
August 1. He has been working In burns, sores, cuts and
the office for some days past, famil- at all druggl6ts.
iarizing himself with the details. Miss
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
Alice Bailey has been named as assistant, and she likewise, is accus- to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
toming herself to her duties. The Co.
appointment of Miss Bailey Is particularly pleasing to the patrons of the
ofiice, pa she is in every respect qualified, and will make a capable and
assistant postmaster.
e;

the very top of the highest hill, and
that. Is Just how the Faywood spring
FROM LAS CRUCES Is located.
This immense spring has been
sounded to a depth of over 600 feet,
ANNIVE- without finding bottom. It comes to
THE FREUDENTHAL
the surface clear, and too hot for any
RSARYINTERESTING PERSONpurpose, but possessing medicinal
AL AND LOCAL NOTES.
qualities of the greatest value to the
human race.
Special Correspondence.
If the people of the United States
Lea Cruces, N. m., July 30. Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn, son, and W. and particularly the medical world,
knew, of the real healing powers of
H. Carter are in Hlllsboro.
of New
W. H. Baker, Mrs. D. F. Blake and the wonderful hot springs
Mexico the territory would be crowded
Jack Crosby have left for the east.
Thursday the birthday of Mrs. Isaac with men and women of wealth seek
Castenada was celebrated. The band ing health and Us resulting happiness.
and not the least of the famous re- CHOICE LAS CRUCES NOTES
serenaded her.
sorts of the land would be Faywood.
MacAUister,
been
has
who
Miss
wonderful spring is within a few NUMA RAYMOND COMING BAC- Kthe family of D. F. Baker for This
miles of Demlne, accessible by rail-- i
QUITE A LIVELY FIGHT WITH
some time la now at Mlllman's.
a
Dr. O. H. Brown has received a well road nearly the entire distance;
EAGLE.
drilling machine. After putting down short drive over a good road takes
most
you
the
one
of
of
to
the
D.
Hagerty ho will
Special Correspondence.
a well for Prof. C.
dig for water on his place east of elegant and modern hotel structures
Las Cruces, JJ. M. July 31.
in
southwest.
the
town.
Gaiies, receiver of the Torpedo
M. Hennesy ihas announced himself
mine,
haa returned from several days'
CITY
cona candidate to the constitutional
ITEMS FROM SILVER
trip
to the northern part of the ter
vention which is to meet in Santa Fe
ritory.
Novemler 6.
OF,
COLUMNS
isuma Raymond, for many years a
FROM
THE
culled
wedThe silver anniversary of the
resident
of Las Cruces, and now resid
NOT
AND
INDEPENDENT
THE
i
ding of Mr. and Airs. Morris Freu
ing in Geneva, Switzerlanu, will visit
AS
PALMED
OFF
was celebrated last Wednesday
old friends here some time m October.
PATCHES.
after which a big banquet was given
Mrs. L. L. Rooerts, accompanied by
by Mr. and Mrs. A. Jacoby to the
& Smelting1 the Misses Carrie and Jewett Fall,
Mining
Comanche
The
guests. Those present were Mr. and
company is now dally hauling ore over daughters of Judgo A. B. Fall of El
'
Mis. Paoebus Freudenthal, of
Paso, who have been visiting Gere,
& Pinos AlDr. and Mrs. Wolff Freu the Silver City, Mogollon
visited EI I'aso on Monday.
of
the
mines
from
tos
railroad
the
denthal, New York; Mrs. Mashbler, company at
Mrs. Sullivan ana daughters, Mrs.
Pinos Altos to the smelter
Mr. and Mrs. uiorrls FreU'
WafTord;
Roberts and Miss auuivan, will move
here.
denthal, Mr. and Mrs. Frenger, Mrs
Born, in this city, Friday inornlni;, into the Nli ai a Frenger house, near the
Hanson. Mr. and Mrs. George Fren July
V. Santa Fe depot on Ijis Cruces avenue.
27, to Juge and Mrs. Frarnk
ger, and Mri. Mac Logan, St. Louis.
Parker, a sou. Mother and sou are t rlday of this week.
Col. nil E. A. Edwards and family
doing finely and Judge Parker is rethM hpurtv ftino rat ulat lotla fif passed through here" on tue road to
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
iT houl1
Mesilla Park. Colonel
his many friends on the auspicious
Ldwards is the military Instructor at
event.
Special Correspondence.
been
Bob Henshaw, who is employed at the Agricultural college and has coast,
It Is safe to make the assertion that
tukinj; a vacation on the Pacific
resld-ltj- , the machine shop at the smelter, met
person
one
In
hundred
one
not
Robert and Jim Buvens, sons of M
iut work on a'
in New Mexico knows, even In with an accident while
F. Buvens oi Mesilla rark, have re
a general way, of the resources cf the lathe last Wednesday and had the two turned after spending a week at Soli
right bund so
Urritory. and it is probable that even middle fingers of bistheir
suc
umputati.m dail canyon. While there they eagle
nearly
severed
that
t'ae
numlK-aware
actually
of
a
is
ceeded in capturing
a large
necessary.
was
found
hag
territory
the
God
blessed
that
measuring seven feet fr m tip to tip
fat
L. G. Kendall, who has been a clerk by slightly wounding
with those wonder of nature mediit in one of the
some
postol'Hce
for
in
local
the
BprinKs.
wings.
cal hot
Af'er the bird came to the
resigpast,
his
tendered
lias
months
Faywood
hot
the
know
Oldtimer
ground the ..oys hau a terrific fight
springs better as the Hudson hot nation and will accept a position as to get it into camp, two miles distant
Brothers,
at
Murray
bookkeeper
for
long
ownership
a
springs, because of
merchandise store at
ly Dick Hudson, one of the pioneers their big general
Mr. Kendall's family will DOINGS
FROM
of the later civilization In New .Mex- Central.
ico. Col. and Mrs. Hudson still live, accompany liim and take up a resiTOWN OF DEMING
have a home In Demlug and are among dence In that thriving camp.
According to National guard orders
the city's honored aud respected citiof date July 23, Major O. G. Myhre of Spi cinl Ciirrt'siMindence.
zens.
Drilling
m July .... Tbo Postal
The principal 6pring at Faywood, this city will not attend the Austin
like all hot bprlngs, is In somo way encampment on account of urgent Telegraph company is installing an of
buying
;
business,
been excused fice in Hie Headlight building.
he
a freak, aud t man It U a freak to see
Mis.
an immense spring of hj'-- water at from the duty to which he was here-- ,
h. Kilburn aud daughter,

INTERESTING TOPICS

R. H E.

.

trie-Rela-

Tef Hot ial

Western League.
club composed in whole or In part of
persons owning aeronautic inventions
for personal or private use. To advance the development of the science
of aeronautics and kindred sciences.
To encourage and organize aerial navigation and excursions, conferences,
expositions, congresses and races. To
do everything necessary, suitable and
proper for the accomplishment of any
of the purposes hereinbefore set forth.
"Article 4. Membership. Section 1.
The membership will comprise three
classes, viz.: (a) Honorary members,
(b) life members, (c) active members.
Section 2. The honorary membership shall be limited to ten, and shall
include
the following: The
president of the United States, governor of the state of New York, and
the mayor of the city of New York.
Section 3. The active membership
shall be limited to 500, exclusive of
life members."
,
On January 13, 1906, the club, in
connection with the Automobile club
of America, held at the Sixty-nint- h

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trade Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows On
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2: 18 Pace Stirburg'a Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Bass Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Races.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e

A

J
Batteri(:

1

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

Mc-Inty-

Chicago
Boston

: f"

ALBUQUERQUE

-

American League.

hh&h:jh

TERRITORIAL fAIR

over-exerti-

At Chlcigo

10.

NEW MEXICO

Since that date a series of flights
have been made on the dates as follows, and by the following aeronauts
and passengers: Washington's Birthday, February 22, and March 10, Chan.
Levee; March 31, Count de la Vaul
an.i rhna lvpfl- - Anrll 2. Yinnt de la
Vaulx, Chas. Levee and Dr. Julian P.
Thomas; April 3, Paul Noquet, ascent
nmita fr,,m Ona ltlinilrori And ThlrtV- eighth street, New York cWy, about
3 O CIOCK p. m.; aesrem ai. juii-Beach, Long Island, N. Y., alxiut 9
o'clock p. m.: safe landing effected.
I. nt ihs oprnnant nttpmnteil to reach
the village of Amltyville, the lights of i
which were pernaps visime to mm,
with the
and, being unacquainted
marshy nature of the land, lost his
National League.
life, presumably through heart failAt Brooklyn
R. H. E.
in
ure brought on by
1
4 0
Pittsburg
fording the many creeks and open Brooklyn
0 9 1
spaces of water laying between him
Batteries: Lelfleld and Phelps;
and the haven he sought. A monuand Bergen.
ment, erected by the Aero club, will
R. H. E.
At New York
mark the spot of his unfortunate St. LouU
1
1
4
death.
7 6 1
New York
Batteries: Beebe and W. Marshill;
Wiltse and Bresnahan.
R. II. E.
At Boston
6 6 2
Boston
1
8 5
Cincinnati
Batteries: Young and Needham;
Weimer, Bwing and Schlel.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
3"
G
Chicago
2
5 10 2
Philadelphia
Batteries Rhenlbach and Kllng;
Sparks anj. Dooln.
a

THUrSDAV. AU6U3T 2,

I

TO

Dulutii

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

fff

AND THE: NORTHWEST.

OWE NIGH7
CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. PAUL,

FORT

WATERLOO,

DUBUQUE,

Face-Forwar-

d

Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
ani 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept, 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.
Aug. 10

T.M.PURDY, Agent

DODGE,
GALENA,

ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, MemEvansville, Ind.;
phis, Vicksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla., and all other points in
the south and southeast.

DENVER

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM

Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

"Scenic Line of the WoIdM

nt

Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all linea eaat and wert.
Time aa quick and ratea aa low aa by
and other lines.

vit-tlin- g

d-- or

The "Knickerbocker Special"
Is a solid Standard Pullman Electric Lighted train with Indies'
Maid. Stenographer, Barber, Bath, and Valet Service, ST. LOUIS to
NEW YORK, leaving ST.
at 1 p. m., and runs every day in
the year via the BIG FOUR ROUTE.
The "ONLY TRAIN" from the SOUTHWEST that enters the O
City of New York without transfer.
2
Other trains leave St. I,ouis 8:1" a. m., 12 m., and 11 :C5 p. m.
If you are gclng "EAST" write

J.

Jen-tha-

...li-iiii-

s

r

,

DINING
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

M. STONE,

or

Trmvtllng PMSitngtr Agtnt, Dallas, Taxas,

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated
Information,

advertising

matter

addrea or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mcx.

who will give you the low summer tourist rates now iu effect.
-

Communication Made Easy
Santa

EI Paso & Southwestern System

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard rnd tcjrlst sleeper, observation Jlr
Ing care, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full pjrtlcular

see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V.

R. STILL
Gen. Pass. Agent.

General Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parta
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso ft louthweatern,

3i

and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At 6anU
Fa with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
1. B. ORIMSHAW. '
Asst. to Pre, and Gen. tig r.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
0
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Trea.
A. b. ORIMSHAW.
J. P. LTNQ,
Traveling Frt. and Past. Agt. C
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

i

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND

GET THE NEWS

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1908.

A

HOUSEHOLD

NECESSITY

Cleofes Romero of San Miguel county
on a territorial warrant, charging the
same offense.
Sheriff Romero left
Santa Fe with his prisoner yesterday
for las Vegas.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1D02.
The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No.
and will be glad to have your cheque for

FALLS MANY FEET
During the umuier months is
a pood, refrigerator, one that
really preserve! things, and
does not require much Jce,
either. AH these, and other essentials, are found in the
BALDWIN

DRY AIR

REFRIGERATORS.
us show you Its
let
Caii and
advantages. ,

J. D, EMMONS

AND IS KILLED.
dispatch frcm Texico. dated Aug
says:
1,
V.
ust
W. Kesslnger, an employe or the Missouri Valley lirldge
and Iron company, of Leavenworth,
Kas., was killed, Tuesday, at Sunny- side, N. M., while helping to erect the
iron spans over the Pecos river on the
new Iron bridge being built by the At
chison, TopeKR & Santa To railway.
The man fell eighty-fivfeet, striking
his head on a large piece of tlmiier,
killing him instantly and breaking his
arm in three places. His body also
rtceived many severe bruises.
A

15,-46- 0,

the cash value as stated, amounting to Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred and Sixty-nin- e

Dollars ($19,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed)
JOHN WANAMAKER.

e

ADVERTISING

PAGE SEVEN.

MANAGER

This Strong!

Guarantee
WITH EVERY VEHI-CLWE SELL.
Any part failing ty
means of defective
material or workman- hip will be made good
without expense to the
owner. Irrespective ofi
tlmn of aerrica. This
quality.
At
you
to
as
to prices, you can't beat our on the'
fully protect!
same grade of poods.
Our repair shop is In the bands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, up-noistering, trimming ana painting. Ring up, write or call.
E

al

,

DANIELS WILL RETIRE.
reliablv rennrtpil that Owireo H.
Daniels,
passenger agent of
The FURNITURE MAN
the New York Central, and at present
In charge of all advertising of the New
Both 'phone.
York Central lines, will soon retire en
Corner Srcond street and Coal avenue.
tirely from active business life. ParManager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
ticular credence is given to this ru
mor because It has just become known
Boom No. 1, N. T. Arm'.Jo Building.
Auto. Phone 730
rate measure. This cuts off the annual that the Four Track News, which was
of thousands of persons with edited by Mr. Daniels, and was his
mwmw
TWO HUNDRED CLERKS passes
personal nusiness and other connec- - pet. has been sold by tne New York
tions tnat have been favored in the Central to Walter Johnson, formerly
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
past. It is alleged that there Is no
INVENTOR JORDAN IS
Douuieday, Page A Co.
209 West Railroad avenue, la
preWILL GO TO TOPEKA reading between the lines of the or- - of
treatders being Issued, and from this it is
A big fiesta Is going to take place
ARRESTED AT SINTA FE pared to give thorough scalp corns,
ment, do hair dressing, treat
settled that efter January 1 what is at. Belen on August 15, which will je
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
known as the purely complimentary used as a drawing card for an excurOF WOLF gives maesage treatment and manicurTHEY WILL BE TRANSFERRED; Interstate railroad paso will probably sion to the thriving new town. The J. E. JORDAN, DESIGNER
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
GUN, TAKEN TO ESTANCIA ON
be a thing of the pasU The fact is town's people have communicated with
FROM THE LOS ANGELES TO
CHARGE OF FRAUD.
of complexion cream builds up the
is great restraint in the passenger department of the Santa
alreadv
there
that
OF
OFFICES
GENERAL
THE
skin end improves the complexion,
the issuing of passes, more especially Fe, with a view of having a special
THE SYSTEM.
As he sat in the Plata, at Santa Fe, and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
by the eastern trunK lines, tne cen train run from Albuquerque for the
occasion. The result of their corre yesterday morning. J. E. Jordan, who She also prepares a hair tonic that
tral traffic association lines.
spondence with the company is not claims to be the inventot of a trap cures and prevents dandruff and hair
From Topeka Journal.
TO COMPLETE THE
known yet, but they .e sanguine of gun for killing wolves and ooyotes, was falling out; restores life to dead hair;
It is reported that plans are under
8CEN1C ROUTE success.
If the weauer . is not too arrested by Mounted Policeman Rich- removes moles, warts and superfluous
way for the transfer of practically all
The Scenic highway eaBt of Santa ho ta train going down in the early ard Huler and lockeu m the county hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
of the general offices of the SanU Fe is to be pushed as rapidly as pos- morning and retnrning In the evening jail, charged with securlnf money to cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
Fe railroad now located at Los An- sible to completion, and an extra would afford Albuquerqueans an ex the amount of 125 on a worthless All of these preparations are purety
geles, Calif., to Topeka.
squad of convicts is to be put to work cellent opportunity to see what pre check at Rstancia. Just let William vegetable compounds. Have Just ad
The move will be made for the pur- at once.
Craig cashed the check drawn by Jor- ded a vibrator machine for treatment
gress th cut-of- f
town Is making.
pose of systematizing and centralizing
This was announced by Governor
dan on a Koswell bank ifter'p. J. of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
the work of handling the business of Hagerman at noon yesterday followIt is reported that the man run Kelly oi ..stancia had endooed It. The It is also used for rheumatism, pains
the company, and in order that the ing a conference with Superintendent down just this side of El r'aso on Mon- check was returned by the "funk aa not and massage
business may be handled with greater Arthur Treiiord of the territorial day night was one Romaldo Rivas, a good. Mounted
er
Kuber left
promptness and dispatch.
prison and Captain Fred Fornoff of workman at the Courchesne rock with Jordan for Estancla yesterday,
It is not likely that the offices now the mounted police. Alout thirty-fiv- e
quarry. He had been drinking heavily where he will be arraigne). Jordan
located at Galveston, Texas, will be men are at work in the canyon at for several days and it is thought that has a team and wagon at Santa Fe,
and CURE
LUNGS
removed to Topeka now or at any, present and fifteen or twenty more he went ta sleep on the track. A lit- In which he came to that Hty a few
time in the near future on account will be added to the present force tle white dog which sat beside the re days ago. He says he is traveling over
WITH
of the Texas laws requiring the gen- at once.
There remains about five mains, when they were found, lead to
country selling his "won gun,"
eral offices of all roads operating In miles of the road t be built to the the Identity of the body. The dog the
which is guaranteed to "fit the varthat state to have their general head- western line of the Pecos forest re- and Rivas were constant companions, mints" every time. It Is a trap
gun
quarters in the state. If it was not serve. As soon as this road is finish- and when the master was killed the of peculiar construtclon, sfl arranged
for this provision of the Texas law ed, the convicts wll be sent at once dog remained with the lody.
that when the wolf takes ttiold of a
'
Price
the work now handled in Galveston to Las Vegas, to complete the highpiece of meat tied to a Itrlng, the
A. H. Freeland, who has been cash- gun quickly circles around until it is
would in all probability soon be trans- way there. Owing to the condition of
FOR
60e$l.OO
LOS
Free Trial
ferred to Topeka.
affairs at present and also to the law ier and telegraph operator at the in line with the animal anl then exJ. F. Mitchell, ticket auditor, went upon the question, no work can be Santa Fe station of the Atchison, To plodes.
Bureot and auickest Cure for all
to Los Angeles Saturday evening for done at Raton on the highway which peka & Santa Fe railway, Tuesday enhad considerable success
Jordan
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBthe purpose of determining which of is to lead to the Colorado line, until tered upon the discharge of his new with the has
say,
gun,
officem
so
and
the
the departments could best be brought after the completion of the two roads duties as Joint agent at KenneJy for Captain Fred Fornoff complmented it LES, or MONEY BACK.
to Topeka. It is understood that it mentioned.
the Santa Fe route and the Santa Fe in his characteristic manntr, by sayis planned to bring all the offices exCentral railway. Mr. Freeland was ing:
RIONECR BAKERY
cept the freight and passenger repreappointed to fill the vacancy caused
NJURED IN WRECK
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
"Well, she may not wort but Just
by
sentatives and the officials of the op
of
G.
B.
Fisher to be the same. I'd hate to be thd first wolf
ON ROCK ISLAND
the transfer
(Successor to Bailing Bros.)
erating department, which it is imper
Major N. Lapowskl of El Paso was agent at French.
ta try it. It looks like bal medicine WEDDING
ative shall remain In their respect- severely injured and a number of the
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
me.''
The Pennsylvania Railway company to Jordan
ive Jurisdictions.
says he Is not guilty as
passengers
bruised
and
slightly
other
We desire patronage and we guarThe proposed changes will mean the Jolted up in a wreck of the Golden announces a reduction of its maximum charged and that he can etplaln the
passenger fare from 3
antee first class baking.
and check affair when he arrives In
addition of probably 200 clerks to the State limited at Temporal, N. M., one-wa- y
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
number now employed by the Santa twenty miles beyond Alamogordo, 3 cents to 2V4 cents. At the same
.
Fe comnany at this point.
Tuesday afternoon. Major Lapowski time it announced that hereafter 1,000
W, L. TRIMBLE & CO.
it is regarded as likely that the has his left limb severely twisted and mile books will be sold for $20, the
The End of Tha World
ticket auditing department will be is unable to leave his home. He also cash deposit heretofore required being of troubles that robbed E. H. Wlfe,
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND TRANSdone away with.
removed to Topeka within thirty days
minor injuries.
of Bear Grove, la., of aa usefulness.
FER STABLES.
or sixty at the most, and that the suffered
unbegan
taking
was
an
came
from
The
derailment
he
when
Hectic
Lester F. Gregg has been appointed
Horses and Mules Bought and Exfreight auditing department and the known cause, though it Is believed to soliciting
years
"Two
Bitters.
He
writes:
bo
freight agent of the Santa
changed.
auldtor of disbursements will both have been due to the sun blistering a
me great
Fe at Kansas City, succeeding J. F. kidney trouble caused never
BEST TURNOUT 8 IN THE CflTY
soon follow.
suruncommon
occurrence.
not
I
rail,
which
would
have
a
Oliphant, resigned, to engage in other
Second Street, between Raljroad and
The entire fourth and fifth floors The engine
re- business.
first five
vived had I not taken Electric Bl
Copper Avenue.
of the eeneral office building here mained on theandtrack, the cars
genera:
ters.
me
They
of
also
standard
cured
will probably be utilized for the aud Pullmans, however, going into the PARAGRAPHS FrtOM
debility."
for
stomach
all
cure
Sure
itlng department, and the passenger ditch and on
THIRD STREET
of the diner being
THE MEADOW CITY liver and kidney complaints, blood dts
department will be moved downstairs thrown off thetruck
was
eases,
headache,
Mr.
W.
weak
Mrs.
dizziness
The
Miss
H.
track.
Green
train
and
and
and
to the quarters now used by the ticket pulled into Alamogordo by its own en- Snow of Bostoni will depart Thursday ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guarauditor, while that office will go up gine and arrived at El Paso one hour morning on lae flyer for Pasadena, anteed by all druggists.
to the fourth floor.
All Kinds of Fresh and 8a It Meats.
Cal., where they expect to spend two
and fifteen minutes late.
It is also reported that the office of
Ft. Bayard, N. M., July 28, 1906.
Steam Sausage Factory.
months. Miss Snow will leave PasaC. W. Kouns. superintendent of trans A LETTER WORTH
Sealed proposals in triplicate for
dena for her eastern tome at tfie exEMIL KLEINWORT.
nortation. will be returned to Topeka
KEEPING FOR AGES. piration of their visit.
constructing approximately 28,000 feet
asonlc Building, North Third Street
from Chicago, where it was taken a
The following is a copy, verbatim et
vis- of brick or concrete gutters and side
U.
S.
Bird,
has
who
Mrs.
been
eo'iDle of years ago.
literatum, of a letter received by the iting for five or six
in Las Vegas walks at this point will be received
It is also said the work of the tie claim attorney of one of the large with her brother, weeks
D. H.
and until 11 a. m., Aug. 27, 1906, and then
treatlnE department will be central western railway systems, recently: family, left for ner home tirant,
at Tampa, opened. Information furnished on apto
bringing
this
THE CELEBRATED
by
Topeka,
Sir,
nigh
"Dear
ized at
Last
the train going Florida. She enjoyed ner visit greatly plication. U. S. reserves right to acpoint along the lines.
West killet one of my horses now I and intends to come to Las Vegas cept or reject any or all proposals or
Have 6en the sec 4 men But He dit again.
any part thereof. Envelopes containCURIOUS RAILROAD ITEMS.
not know wath to do Also told the Dipo
Henry and Edward springer, who ing proposals should be endorsed
Agend But He got Mad Like a Dog came
gutters
to Las Vegas from their camp at "Proposals for constructing
Fifteen years is the average life of a Saing He ant Got Anything to Do With the head
of the Pecos river for more and sidewalks," and addressed to
wooden railway sleeper.
Killing Horses now I like for you to supplies, have
returned. They report Capt. S. P. VestalL Qmr.
uok tnise up you felows got a JugHa
At a railway station just outside ment egaing me for Killing my Chil and wnlie flshjnK was
Whila the Sun Shine.."
not exceptionally "Make
Bridlington there" is a garden in whTth
is a lesson in the work of the
There
UL"C1
r
good
hi.uns
they
theircamp,
at
time
left
He knows that the
the flowers have oeen arranged to my Hprse 6,7 thise keps on I will be a owing tothe
Bottled in Bond.
the high state of tne Pecos. thrifty farmer. may
'
pur
form the words, "Tickets, iplease!"
last but a day
they expect it to get better when the brighthesunshine
prepares
Bhowers
the
tor
water gets lower. Harry Cutsinger ac and
The world's oldest railwar carriage YOUNG MYERS RELEASED
to follow. So it
companied them on most of their re- which are so liable
St.
Rollox,
near
seen
may
at
use
be
in
Co.
The Geo. T.
AND AGAIN UNDER ARREST. turn Journey. Cutsinger Joins a party should le with every household. DysGlasgow. Bunt for tne ADeraeen rail
Lewis iviyers, the young machinist, or campers within a few miles of the entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
Distillers.
way In l&ii, and still naving the who
may
attack some member of the home
wae arrested at Las Vegas on a other camp.
guard's outside roof seat Intact, it United
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
FRANKFORT, KY.
States warrant by Captain
serves as a rallwaymen's bothy.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
is the best known medicine for these
pol1'"'. and who was taken to
Near Bowling station, on the La- mounted
diseases, should always be kept at
the territorial penitentiary at Santa
MELINI & EAKIN
The
undersigned
prepared
to
is
railway,
&
Dumbartonshire
narkshire
Fe, for safe keeping, after being ar- make trips to and from the celebrat- hand, as immediate treatment is necis the unique spectacle of the high- raigned
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
Sole Agents.
becharge,
a
on
conspiracy
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any In- sale by all druggists.
ways of the world road, river, canal fore United States
M. M.
Commissioner
J.
P.
Albuquerque,
formation
can
desired
secured
be
side,
by
well
railway
and
side
and
Victory, was released Tuesday fore- from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
199.
Phone,
Automatic
your
us
Give
DRY
ROUGH
work,
of
throw
ordinary
stones
within the
noon on a J,000 band. However, he Railroad avenue.
Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
each other.
was Immediately re arrested by Sheriff
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
Imperial Laundry Co.
The Midland railway station at Bath
is a favorite rendezvous of pigeon
fanciers. Recently 5i,0U0 birds which
had arrived in special trains from
Iincashire, Chesnire and Staffordshire, were released on one of the station platforms.

Albuquerque Oarriage Co

It Is

OF

CORNER

FIRST STREET AND TIJERA3 AVENUE.

ooexi

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Saaftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron froate N
Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpielmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AlBaqaereae, W. K

'

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Genera! Bgildtng Sppplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
ns and car load height.

0-c-

KILLthe COUCH
ths

ISsf

raj

Dr. King's
How Discovory
go

sut-erln-

Meat Market

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

III!

CPOlSQIiSS

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

Located on the Belen

WE FILL

Of 1,810

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
.

At Consistent
Prices

j

Thos. F. Keleher

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXM

OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc Pat-me- t
to Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD

SCREEN TIME

PAINTS,

7.

Am

j j

Is

here.

Doer

and

Window

PLAKIN8

MILL

screens made to order.

ALBUQUERQUE

xxxxocococoociccxaxxiocoocw

W. E,

MAUGEP

WOOL

SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE
"
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Mauger e Avery, Boston

L. H, SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Automatlo phone 4S1.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

INSURANCE,

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and, gas stove

W. Strong's Sons

First

St

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RANKIN & CO.
TOTI A OR API

repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

0.

Office, 115 North

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with vs.
!
NORTH THIRD STREET.

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

riR

INBURANCK.
Aeaoel
Office at 217 West Railroad

Secretary Mutual Building

tlon.
avenue.

UNDERTAKERS

M.
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS

it

201-21-

1

N. Second

St. Both Phones.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, sad
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
SOO North Broadway, corner of W
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Ha IES EST . ET- -

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

tintlnes and ree:dsnc lots, size

25x142 feet, laid out with K-80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; nbiis seaool oae. eeev
1.600 USsbltants; largest mercantile establishments in New Meiico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 16 barrels dally; large winery; ttree hotels,
wool, lour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad elty In the near future cannot be estimated.
od

70-fo-

M IHOO; eturches, Commercial club: a population of
rssisaraiita. etc. Belen is tbe largjs: tbinplng point for
'

U. FS8T LIMITED EXPRESS.

MAIL AND KREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND

Tit lots efered ar n the center of the elty. well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel. We need s
tad wood yerl, drug store bsrcoi (bop, etc., etc Also a
modern hotel.
Brst-clas-

Big

-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

WILL RECALL ONE HUND
RED THOUSAND ANNUALS
Falling Off of Free
Transportation After January 1.
An official of cne of the prominent
road savs that projablv loo.fioii an
nual complimentary interstate railroad
passes will be cancelled and not issued
atter tne nrt-- of new year, as instriic
ftnintt arc tutuiritr ispnr tint lv itresl
drills (jf all lh, larct-- r Kvstcnw that
by reason of the pasuae of the new
Interstate commerce law free trans
p nation afttr January 1 must lie limited to t'ue dab.' extmjittj in the

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuqnerqne

3elen. is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading easiand west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old MexVjo

A St. Ives dog successfully chased a
railway train the other day. Left be
hind on the St. Ivea platform by its
master, who was traveling to
the animal raced the line
and came up with the train at a level
crossing where the signals were at
danger. The dog barked loudly and
was lifted by .is master into the train.
Globe's Railway hxcuange.

Be a

IBS 3ES

&

The Ftittire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

The smalelst railway station In the
world is situated on the Sudan Mili
tary railway, in the heart of the great
Nuhian desert. It consists of a" couple
of mud huts, a signal box, a well and
ne or two out Houses. A train is only
seen at this station twice a week.

Will

nPO

trst-clas-

s

m

A NO

SOUTH.

bakery, tailor stop, shoe hoase. Jeweler, slnmblsg saos.

slaalra

saOL

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM, M. BERGER.

11 JOHN BECKER, President
sr.

WHT, NORTH

s

OUR FRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

.

tt

V

Stag,

Not every passenger by the East
Coast route knows tha-- all the trains
enter Glasgow -- y their own gravitation minus the locomotive, and that in
leaving they are pulled up the steep
Cowlairs incline by means of an endless steel rope.

f mm

s..

''SJJJ.'IAJIBW'' R

3aa

T--

SR 'TSSSmV

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Partly cloudy tonight and Friday,
with local shower in the northwestern
portion.

mmmamm mmmmimaaamm

GOOD VALUES
t

i

We are

Rood,

juHt

as anxious to give you

big, honest values In footwear

as you are to get them, and we know
that In our line of

Men's $3.50 Shoes
are giving you the greatest value
jwsslble at that price.
we

We warrant them solid throughout,
made of high grade Box Calf, Vlcl
Kid or Patent Colt, with best oak
tanned soles. They represent the newest styles and. are full of good service.

Buy a Pair Today

2
'...a

;.

purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right favor to aU dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

.T" i

7

AND CONDIMENTS.

SAUCES

Iff1;" .' r

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

T.'Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mexico's

Co.

d

Leading

Jewelers

SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

h

CO.

J

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

Diamond

Paldce

RAILROAD AE-

Diamonds, Wat eh e. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Sllverwa
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

-

We in vlte

EXCEPTING BLACKS AND BLUES

Summer

Badaracco's

Off Regular Prices

Garden

ONLY
Any Suit in the House
(Except
Staple Blacks)

a

n
3C

The Railroad Avenue Glothier
NEW STORE

NEW GOODS

All Summer Weight Trousers which sold for $5.00, $5.50
and $6.00, now priced at

f Iff North First Street,
Automatic Phono Baa

between Railroad and Coppar
Colorado, Black 191

Hardware, Ranch Supplies, Crockery
We have made a large purchase of a superior
grade of Enamelware, including the largest
line and variety of Preserving Pots and Kettles

Agents for Celebrated Diamond Eitae Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company
BBX333XSBBE9

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
.Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

V.'

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

U3, U5, H7

401, 403 North First Street

South First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E.

DCaIC

$4.00, $4.40 and $4.80

London Club
BOARDING

OurWindow

STABLE

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.

CRUSH HATS, all colors including white, only 75 cents

Colo, phone, Bt;. 35.

them in our Second Street window.

-

E.L.WASHBURNC0.Oiy
KEflRj

TICKETS

ReROSEKFIELD'S,

Auto.,

oor "ccooooccct

311

BOUGHT. SCLO

215 West Railroad Avenue

I

EXCHANGED

ALBUQUERQUE,

la I Ion Oflea

tactions
Cuarantaad

I

IB

WJ.

R.Ave.

3COO000000G0

in

IxIVKUV COMPANY
SANITARY

I. POST & COMFANY

See Display

s.

No. 424 North Second St.

19
Weat Gold

NEW PRICES

R aabe & Matge

Flue Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowling alleys In connection. Every
body welcomed and accommodations
first-clas-

1

AND SATURDAY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY NOW

See

1906.

,.

We Are Selling All Our Summer Suits

At 20$

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2,

TODAY, TOMORROW

I

HARDWARE

EVERITT

eeniented to the brtrtc wall of the
building, and when entirely completed
will have the appearance of stone. The
work was done by contract by the Mcintosh Hardware company.
Miss Agnes McAlpine, the Presbyterian missionary, who was subjected
to an operation at St. Joseph's hospital a few days ago, Is recovering from
the shock and unless a setback should
retard her recovery she will be able
to greet her friends within a few days'
There will be a special meeting of
Albuquerque Council No. 641, Knights
of ColumbtiR, In St. Mary's hall tonight at 8 o'clock. The meeting Is
called by request of the territorial
deputy to consider mutters of vital
Importance to the niemlters of the
council.
Attorney Neill B. Field returned to
the city last night from a vacation of
four days' duration at. the Field cottage on the Pecos, where Mrs. Field
Is spondlnr the summer.
Mr. Field
says that a great deal of rain is falling on the Pecos, but otherwise the
weather Is pleasant.
Only United States cases will be
taken up the first week In the Sep
tember term of curt, which convenes
Septemoer J i, by Judge Abbott. The
territorial tirles for Bernalillo county!
will be calli'd September 24, and civil
cases will be taken up by the petit
Jury as soon as It Is organized.
II . S. Van Slyck, the livestock agent
at El Paso, who was at Flagstaff on
official business, returned to the city
this morning and will continue south
to the Pass City tonight. Mrs. Van
Slyck Is at Tengue, near Santa Fe,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Metcalf,
who have a summer home up there.
Joe Scottfs Duke City band, recently organized, makes the fifth band for
Albuquerque the other four being the
Learnard & Llndemann's Boys' band.
First Reglnent band, Indian School
band and tie Italian band. The new
musical organization g under the leadership of Bartolo Ramirez, and Tony
De Blassi ind A. Moya head the list
of soloists.
D. R. Qu nlon. first lieutenant of the
Fifth cavafry. encamped here one day
en route oterland to Las Vegas, there
entraining for Fort D. A. Russell, has
written a fetter liere asking for Information regarding a sketching case
lost by ontj of his mapping detail, who
got "jaggci ' and dropped the case be
tween her and Tljeras canyon, it be-- i
ing found later by Otto Kleinwort, ns
stated In tlese columns some time ago.
Mr. KlelnMort returned It to tue board
of military ouicers here, who forwarded it to ijcutenant Quinlan at Islay,
Wyo.

Three more sliclit earthquakes were
felt at Socorro yesterday.
J. H. Drury and son James and
Aaron Gray went to Helen last night
on business.
United States Marshal C. M. For- aker was a passenger for Santa Fe
this morning.
Rev. E. E. Crawford, pastor of the
First Christian church, has gone east
for his vacation.
Anona Council, No. 1, D. of P., will
hold a regular meeting this evening at
8 o'clock, sharp.
Miss Alice Stults went to Santa Fe
this morning to stop a month at the
sanitarium.
D. A. Dinner left on the limited to
day for southern Californlu, to 1)8
gone a month or six weeks.
Mrs. S. Sellgman, of Bernalillo, Is
enjoying a visit from her brother,
James Mock, of San Francisco.
Mrs. P. G. Cornish and son returned
last evening front a visit to California
beaches and to friends at flagstaff.
of the Horabln- A. n. McGaffey,
McGafTey company, returned to the
city this morning from a business trip
out west.
Mrs. M. J. Martin, mother of Mrs.
J. H. McCutchen, who visited here the
past few weeks, returned to Socorro
last night.
Chas. Rossi, night bartender at
Sturges' European hotel, left this
morning for an outing to be spent at
the Sulphur hot springs.
Charles Mann, the general merchant
and postmaster at Publlto, Is In the
city on business, and also to visit his
brothers, John and Emll Mnnn.
Prof. M. Dimauro, the violinist, left
this morning for the Jemez hot
springs, where he hopes to recuperate
from a serious case of rheumatism.
Mrs. Cushner arrived from Socorro
this morning and will make Albuquer
que her future home. She was ace
companied by her three daughters.
H. J. Haveroamp, general merchant
at San Rafael, Valencia county, was
among the
merchants vis
iting local wholesale houses yester
day.
Buy our Reliable shoe polishes. They
The John A. Logan Circle, G. A. R., not only Jnprove the looks of your
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 footwear hit Increase the wear of the
o'clock at 'the residence of Mrs. J. G. leather an3 thereby save you money.
Caldwell, No. 217 West Silver av- 10c, 15c and 25c packages for black,
enue. .
tan or wllte shoes. C. May's shoe
Attorney Chas. A. Spiess returned store, 314,West Railroad avenue.
to Las Vegas this morning after hav
ing spent a couple of days in the terriBUS FOR PRIVILEGES
torial metropolis, attending to Import
I
ant law business.
Sealed Mils will be received by the
There will be a regular communi manager if the Territorial Fair at hi
cation of Temple lodge No. (i, A. F. & office, Room 11, Grant block, up to and
A. M., tonight at 8 o'clock.
Work In Including August 15th, for all concesthe F. C. degree. By order of the sion? and privileges, both at the fair
W. M. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
eroytids and the new town. This In
The New Mexican says: Juan Or cludes bar privileges at fair grounds.
tega, who Is emplcyed in a drug store-IP. F. McCANNA,
Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Fe
Manager.
to visit relatives. From nere he will
'he big handkerchief sale now on
go to the Jemez hot springs for an
the Racket
i
close Saturday
outing.
fight, August 4. Now Is the time to
Fred Nichols, bookkeeper at the kiy haniUerchiefs
at a small cost.
First National bank, has gone to New
York on a pleasure trip. Mr. Nichols
CITY POUND SALE.
anticipates dividing his time between
The following animal has been taken
his old home at Pen Yan and New- up and is now In the city pound, and
York city.
will be sold unless called for by owner
D. A. Blttnor, of the Sianim-Bittn- e
at once: one cream colored nony,
Produce company, left on the flye white hind foot, white face, marked
this morning for southern Californl 'NB" cn right hip, '(')" on left hip.
where he will spend a month, dividlt
THOMAS Mf.MILLIN,
his time between studying the produ
City Marshal.
resorts
visiting
coast
market and
THE
MAZE.
Jay Hubbs, proprietor of the Alb
querque laundry, will leave this evok Meat presses
3ne
ing on a business and pleasure trlplo Night lanis
15c
Chicago. He will Join Mrs. Hubbs (in Food choppers, 50c
$1.90
the Windy City and together tkey wail wash boilers, Jl.lu to
to
$2.85
return home In a couple of weeks.
40c
Feather dusters
H. Emory Davis, of the John Vegetable brushes
4c
spent
company,
Belen,
last
of
Becker
Nail brushes
We
evening in the city and returned homo Tin candle holders
05c
last night with the trio of Belen young Chair sets, from 7e to
15c
uiorning
yesterday
ladles who arrived
Large wire rat traps
40c
coast,
on
Pacific
the
from an outing
12y2c
Wall paper, per double roll
Door lo k, with knob
C. L. ConelyAd, who went to Trini
30c
dad a few yeeks ago on a pleasure
THE MAZE.
trip, has become Infatuated with the
Wm. Kleke, Prop.
l remain.
Mr. Copeland
place and
has purchased an Interest In the Trln
Two days more of the big handker
ldad Advertiser, the morulng dally chief sale now on at
the Racket.
there.
of
Whisman,
family
C.
of
F.
Th
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
LosAngeles, who is Installing the
bijildAll klndi of work done promptly
in
rink
theater
Elks'
the
skin
n, arrived this morning from Pres- - and satisfactorily. Contracts taken.
6tt, Ariz., and will make Albuquer Leave orders at 714 West Tljeras avenue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
kiue their future home.
J. B. Downey, superintendent of the
HOF- IMPORTED
MUNCHEN
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light & BRAU,
ON
DRAUGHT,
AT THE
Power company, left last night for El WHITE ELEPHANT.
Paso, whence he will Join Mrs. Down
ey at Long Beach, Calif. Mr. Downey
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
expects to be absent from the city a WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
o
couple of weeks.
& SON'S PIANOS'
One of the most artistic pieces of CHICKERING
YES
cornice work ever put up In Albu
querque adorns the new telephone We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kimbuilding, which has just been com ball, and several other makes. We
plotcd at the corner of Copper avenue Invite you to compare our prices with
and Fourth street. The shell la of other
Just as good" pianos,
sheet iron, moulded Into figures and handle.1 by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
talking machines and records on
9
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pianos. Respectfully, yours for business. THE WHIT80N MUSIC CO.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
out-of-to-

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOnK FROM OUT
OF TOWS, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAjT. TRY US.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

1
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NEW MEXICO
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